Sale Number 358 - Monday 24th June 2019
TO BE HELD AT THE BOWDON HOTEL, CHESHIRE SUITE,
LANGHAM ROAD, BOWDON, ALTRINCHAM
AUCTION STARTS AT 2.00 P.M.
PLEASE NOTE VIEWING TIME ON DAY OF AUCTION
IS FROM 9.30AM
VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
267 Middlewich Rd, Northwich, Cheshire, CW9 7DR
AND
ON THE MORNING OF THE SALE FROM 9.30A.M. TO 1.15P.M. AT THE BOWDON HOTEL.
TERMS OF BUSINESS
POSTAL BIDDERS: POSTAL BID FORM AT THE BACK OF CATALOGUE. SUCCESSFUL BIDDERS WILL
BE NOTIFIED BY PROFORMA INVOICE. CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS DESPATCHED IMMEDIATELY.
TELEPHONE BIDS:THESE CAN BE MADE PRIOR TO THE SALE BY RINGING 01606 40047. IF YOU
WISH TO BID 'LIVE' DURING THE SALE PLEASE TELEPHONE TO BOOK YOUR CALL.
ROOM BIDDERS: PAYMENT BY CASH, CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD, CHEQUE UP TO £50 IF
SUPPORTED BY A CHEQUE CARD, EXCEPT TO KNOWN CLIENTS OR BY PRIOR ARRANGEMENT
CREDIT CARDS WILL BE SUBJECT TO A SURCHARGE OF 2.5%
PLEASE NOTE: A BUYERS PREMIUM OF 15% (INCLUSIVE OF VAT) WILL BE ADDED TO YOUR
INVOICE. THIS SURCHARGE WILL BE ITEMISED SEPARATELY.
V.A.T. ON FOREIGN IMPORTS: LOTS PREFIXED WITH THE LETTER 'V' ARE IMPORTED FROM
OUTSIDE THE E.C. AND ARE OVER 100 YEARS OLD. THEY ARE SUBJECT TO A CHARGE OF 5% V.A.T.

AUCTION LOCATION MAP

CAR PARKING: THERE IS AMPLE ON SITE PARKING. WHEN TAKING DELIVERY OF BULKY OR HEAVY
LOTS CLIENTS MAY DRIVE TO THE DOORWAY OF THE AUCTION ROOM TO LOAD.
REFRESHMENTS: HOT MEALS AND SANDWICHES ARE SERVED DURING THE DAY AT CAFE
CONTINENTAL, LIGHT REFRESHMENTS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE AUCTION ROOM.
WE REGRET THAT SMOKING IS NOT PERMITTED IN THE AUCTION ROOM AT ANY TIME.

ARRANGEMENT FOR SALE 358
Monday 24th June 2019
(1) Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed lots
(2) Omnibus, Revenues & Cinderellas & Thematics, Postal History.
(3) Postage Stamps Classified by Country of Origin

Lots 1 - 72
Lots 73 - 89
Lots 90 - 525

Please note some mixed lots are sold WITHOUT RESERVE
Customer wishing to leave and collect their lots may do so at any time
Viewing by appointment only at the office or
At the Bowdon Hotel on the day of sale from 9.30am til 1.15pm
Auction to start at 2pm

Postage Stamps of the World - Collections & Mixed Lots
1 A Foreign assembly on dozens of album pages including many better sets mint and used, mostly priced up countries include
Finland earlier cat £160+, USA, Chile coln STC £75, Greece, Turkey, Austria with nice mint sets, Thailand, Philippines,
Colombia colln, Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Germany, Monaco STC £220, Iceland, Egypt, Nepal, Norway, etc, etc, useful
£ 125
range needs sorting out, high cat value, 100s.
2 A large well filled 64 sided stockbook crammed with 7480+ stamps all different for countries A to G mainly used, sections
include Australia, Belgium, BWI, Canada, Cyprus, Czech., Denmark, France, Germany, GB etc, STC £4625, estimated at only
£ 115
2½% catalogue to sell.
3 A WORLD - Accumulation in a heavy BOX with all sorts in stockbooks, albums, binders, on leaves incl country section in
£ 50
bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
4 A world mix on cards and loose including covers and cards early to modern, noted DDR 1949-50 sets fine used, DEBRIA
Miniature sheet used, Fr. Colonies earlies, Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, etc, 100s, huge cat value.
£ 60
5 ACCUMULATION in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s loose in packets,
on cards, dozens on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, old time large Triumph
£ 50
album with a QV to modern world collection, enormous range of countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
6 ACCUMULATION in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s loose in packets,
on cards, dozens on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, Iran / Persia, Iraq modern
commems used, Iceland nice ranges on leaves, Tuvalu nice mint sets to $5, enormous range of countries making a great sorter
£ 50
lot, 1000s.
7 Accumulation including Israel collection 1950s-60s mint & used, Spain 1967-1980 mint collection with good runs of year
sets, Iraq in springback album, Ethiopia in stockbook, Greece in a binder from imperf Hermes, Iceland, Germany useful West
from 1949 onwards fine used (good cat values), etc, heavy box.
£ 100
8 Accumulation of worldwide material in packets, on cards, stockbooks, albums etc, good mix of countries, all periods mint
& used, two shoeboxes of world sorted in envelopes, 100s.
£ 50
9 ALBUM PAGES - A British Commonwealth accumulation of many different countries some priced up on album pages or
small collections in bags as purchased through auctions and lists noted Falkland Is., Sierra Leone, Hong Kong EDVII to 50c
m & u, St Vincent, Malaya states, Newfoundland, Tristan Da Cunha, Canada useful used sets (STC £700+), St Helena, Egypt
duplicated used, Fiji, Cyprus, Bahrain, Br. Guiana, etc, useful ranges, 100s.
£ 75
10 ALBUM PAGES - A WORLDWIDE accumulation of many foreign countries some priced up album pages or small
collections in bags as purchased through auctions and lists noted Switzerland, Iceland, Syria on Scott leaves, Netherland Indies,
France mint & used, Peru on leaves, Norway, USA, Venezuela, Greece, Lebanon, Czechoslovakia, Turkey, UAE u/m sets etc,
useful ranges, 100s.
£ 75
11 BOX - Clearout including four sparse stockbooks and dozens loose on and off paper in two shoeboxes sorted into money
£ 20
bags, 100s.
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12 BOX - Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s loose
in packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, Japan on paper in a
shoebox, Br. C/W on New Age leaves in springback album incl India, enormous range of countries making a great sorter lot,
1000s.
£ 50
13 BOX - Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s loose
in packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, world on paper in
envelopes in a shoebox, Australia in a SG loose-leaf printed album, enormous range of countries making a great sorter lot,
£ 50
1000s.
14 BOX LOT - Accumulation of worldwide in a heavy BOX with all sorts in stockbooks, albums, binders, on leaves incl
country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
15 BOX of worldwide material in albums, stockbooks, loose, plenty of different countries to sort through, 1000s.

£ 25

16 British Commonwealth 1952-62 New Age Album (red) with a sparse mint and used assembly for countries K to Z, many
nice fine used, clean STC £280+.
£ 28
17 British Commonwealth A to Z ranges in a Devon peg album with many different countries represented mint & used from
£ 25
QV to modern, mainly lower values but good qty, 100s.
18 British Commonwealth accumulation in a well filled BOX including Canada QV duplicated heads in stock album, Papua
& New Guinea in a binder, Egypt on stockpages plus defins sorted by watermarks, Newfoundland mint earlies (STC £360),
British Africa duplicated QV to modern in a large 64 sided stockbook, Australia modern colln in SG printed album etc, 100s.
£ 150
19 British Commonwealth accumulation in a well filled BOX including Egypt early to modern duplicated in stockbook, Ceylon
in a well filled stockbook early to modern, useful Cyprus stockbook from QV incl GVI to 90pi used, Hong Kong stockbook,
Sparse Ideal album from 1930 Vol III, Australia in SG printed album with Roos to 2s brown & 5s, many defins and commems,
Canada in SG printed album QV onwards, many defins and commems etc, 100s.
£ 180
20 British Commonwealth accumulation in a well filled BOX including collections in small stockbooks, Gambia incl Birds
set to £1 m, Br. Africa, Dominions, on leaves, some FDCs, large 64 sided well filled stockbook incl HK, NZ in SG printed
album, PNG etc, 100s.
£ 80
21 British Commonwealth accumulation in heavy BOX including stockbooks QV to modern, on leaves, loose, albums etc noted
Aden & States, Br. Africa, mixed in a binder, Natal, Montserrat, India states in stockbook, New Zealand from early to modern,
Tristan Da Cunha QEII to 10s, Cyprus GVI to £1 used, GVI mint ranges in a stockbook, QEII on New Age leaves etc, 100s
£ 50
to sort.
22 British Commonwealth - Accumulation with some better including on Hagners in a binder with some nice modern Sri Lanka
mint sets / M/S, two well filled Viscount albums with Canada, NZ, Br. Africa, Malta stockbook with QV to modern duplicated
mint & used, Jamaica mint & used incl GVI 10s mint (2), used (4, one part imprint marg.), Malaya states, omnibus from 1935
onwards, Canada used STC £650 etc, 100s in a heavy box.
£ 200
23 British Commonwealth an extensive range on stockcards and in packets etc in a well filled shoebox, all periods mint and
used noted Br. Africa, Australia, NZ, BWI, Hong Kong, India, Burma Fiji incl vals to £1 mint, Bahrain, many GVI sets and
ranges etc, 100s, huge cat value.
£ 125
24 British Commonwealth assembly jumbled on large stockpages including Cyprus, Rhodesia & Nyasaland QEII to £1,
£ 38
Jamaica, Tristan Da Cunha, Sierra Leone QV, Seychelles, Hong Kong, Newfoundland etc, 100s.
25 British Commonwealth assembly of sets and singles in original retail packets showing cat values some out of date, mostly
Br. C/Wealth noted Kedah 1959 to $5 mint, Gibraltar, Nigeria, Qatar, Tristan Da Cunha, NZ, Malta, Egypt, Malaysia 1965
Birds set mint (cat £70), Rhodesia & Nyasaland QEII to £1, Iraq, Tristan Da Cunha 1960 set mint (cat £70) etc, useful ranges,
STC £1700+.
£ 100
26 British Commonwealth assembly on cards and stockpage with better sets and ranges, mint & used including Bahrain 194349 set mint (cat £100), 1950-55 set mint (cat £110), St Helena QV, HK, S. Rhodesia Admiral defins 8 vals to 1s mint, NZ QEII
officials on cover, Barbados 1947 Delegation book with set to 5s mint, Ascension 1938 to 10s mint (top vals p.13), Cape of
£ 80
Good Hope incl triangles 1d red, 4d blue (5), etc, useful lot.
27 British Commonwealth assembly on dozens of album pages including many better sets mint and used, mostly priced up
countries include Canada, Ascension STC £280, Morocco Agencies, Malaya states, Pakistan GVI mint, SWA, Bermuda, Fiji,
Cyprus, Malta, etc, etc, useful range needs sorting out, high cat value, 100s.
£ 125
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28 British Commonwealth BOX with all sorts loose, in packets, in albums and binders, noted Zanzibar on leaves and
stockpages, enormous well filled 64 sided stockbook with a mainstream used duplicated, Varieties on QEII issues mainly minor
re-entry, perf shift, colour shifts etc, intr sorter lot.
£ 60
29 British Commonwealth CARTON of collections and ranges including Australia SG printed album with good mainstream
used collection GV to 1989, New Zealand in SG printed loose-leaf album from imperf Chalons to modern 1980s mint & used,
old time collection in three Simplex springback albums noted Hong Kong 1935 SJ set mint, Br. Africa, BWI, etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 180
30 British Commonwealth collection jumbled on album pages and stockpages of many different countries some priced up on
album pages or small collections in bags as purchased through auctions and lists noted Victoria postmarks, Western Australia,
Tasmania, NSW, S. Australia, Queensland, St Helena, Mauritius, India, India states on stockcards, Br. Guiana, Zambia,
Morocco Agencies, Malaysia & states incl FMS useful Tigers range, Pitcairn Is, New Guinea etc, useful ranges, 100s.
£ 100
31 British Commonwealth extensive collection jumbled on album pages and stockpages of many different countries some
priced up on album pages or small collections in bags as purchased through auctions and lists noted S. Africa homelands mint,
India, 1946 Victory omnibus sets mint, 1953 Coronation omnibus mint, Morocco Agencies incl 1949 GVI set to 5s mint,
Malaya states to $5, Bermuda, St Helena, Seychelles, Sudan, Pitcairn Is., Gilbert & Ellice Is., Maldives., Burma, Leeward Is
£ 325
etc, etc, useful ranges, 100s.
32 British Commonwealth George Sixth printed album in green with a useful mint and used collection with many 1938 part
sets to shilling values or greater, huge range of different countries noted St. Helena 3d blue mint, Br. Africa incl sets, S. Africa
£ 450
sets m & u, Rhodesia's, BWI, Br. Asia etc, 100s, useful catalogue value.
33 British Commonwealth in a file box with useful on stockcards, packets, small stockbook, two SG Minor albums, noted
Pitcairn Is. 1940 set to 2/6 mint, Hong Kong modern sets to $50 used, Barbados, a few 1935 SJ sets, all sorts in here, good
sorter.
£ 60
34 British Commonwealth large 64 sided stockbook with a mainly modern mint / unmounted collection of sets and M/S noted
Ascension, Bahamas, Br. Antarctic Terr. to £5, Cayman Is., Falkland Is. incl 2003 Birds to £5 U/M, BIOT, Morocco Agencies
Spanish Curr. 1948 RSW 45p on £1 u/m, Nigeria Cameroons to £1, S. Georgia 2015 set to £5 u/m, Tangiers QEII to 10s
£ 125
Castles, etc, useful lot.
35 British Commonwealth mint & unmounted mint sets in small packets mainly for QEII but few GVI noted Gibraltar incl
1960 set to £1 m,Cayman Is. QEII 1953 set to £1 m (cat £110), 1962 set to £1 (cat £90), , Leeward Is., Sierra Leone, Papua
& New Guinea 1952 set to £1 m (cat £90), St Vincent 1938 set to £1 mint, Trinidad & Tobago 1938 set m, etc, nice little group
STC £950+.
£ 150
36 British Commonwealth - QEII Mint 1954-66 sets and ranges for Dominica 1954 vals to $2.40 (STC £54), Bahamas 1954
set to £1 mint (STC £70), 1966 U/M surch set (STC £22), BVI 1962 set to $2.80 U/M (STC £25), Br. Honduras 1962 Birds
£ 30
set u/m (STC £75), 5 sets / ranges, useful cat value.
37 British Commonwealth used range in small packets mainly for QEII but few GVI noted Penang 1960 to $5, Trinidad &
Tobago 1948 RSW set (cat £40), Australia 1940 Forces set, Roos for 1913 to 1s, HK 1935 SJ set, etc, nice little group STC
£ 30
£285+.
38 CARTON - Accumulation of worldwide in a heavy carton with commercial mail, IOM FDCs, Foreign colln in binder, all
sorts in stockbooks, albums, on leaves incl country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and
£ 50
off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
39 CARTON - Accumulation of worldwide in a heavy carton with commercial mail, Austria in stockbook, German states in
a binder, all sorts in stockbooks, albums, on leaves incl country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes,
on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
40 CARTON - Accumulation of worldwide in a heavy carton with commercial mail, FDCs, Morocco & Dahomey blocks in
a full stockbook, Netherlands year packs, all sorts in stockbooks, albums, on leaves incl country section in bags, on album
£ 50
pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
41 CARTON of worldwide - Noted Russia thematic sets on Hagners, USA collection in a well filled 22 ring binder, European
£ 60
ranges, world loose on and off paper in bags, packets, envelopes, springback album etc, 1000s to sort.
42 COLLECTOR'S CLEAROUT of worldwide material in packets, glassines, bags, envelopes, stockbook of Italy, etc some
better, plenty of different countries to sort through, 1000s.
£ 25
43 DIVERSE WORLD BOX with all sorts incl old time folders, USA 1970s year packs and some mint blocks, panes for
1980s, various in packets on and off paper etc, 1000s to sort.
£ 40
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44 Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s loose in
packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, enormous range of
countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
45 EXTENSIVE accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s loose
in packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, German States and
£ 50
Zones in a nice springback album, enormous range of countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
46 EXTENSIVE WORLD - Accumulation in a heavy BOX with all sorts in stockbooks, albums, binders, on leaves incl
country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
47 Extensive world off paper in a well filled shoebox, many 1000s to sort. Approx 1kg in weight.

£ 20

48 FIVE BOXES - with a world wide collector's clearout, various commoner in shoeboxes, odd stockbook or binder, loose,
needs sorting.
£ 20
49 HARRISON & SONS Presentation folders (6) for different Commonwealth Countries each bearing range of stamps inside
incl GB 1964 Shakespeare, Fiji 1958/9, Gambia 1966, KUT, Norfolk Is. 1967/8 Ships set, Turks & Caicos Is. 1967 defins to
£ 30
10s etc, few minor marks otherwise attractive. (6).
50 HEAVY WORLD BOX with all sorts incl old time collections and albums, various in packets on and off paper, springback
£ 40
album, binder of mint ranges etc, 1000s to sort.
51 HUGE SORTER LOT OF OFF paper and some on paper early to modern in 100s of bags, tins, envelopes and packets,
£ 30
some by country others just crazy mixes, 1000s to sort through here.
52 ICELAND to PORTUGAL A middle period world collection in a well filled Simplex springback album, some better
country runs including Japan, Persia, Italy etc, 100s.
£ 36
53 LARGE BOX - Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks,
1000s loose in packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, enormous
£ 50
range of countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
54 LARGE CARTON - Accumulation of worldwide in a heavy carton with commercial mail, FDCs, on and off paper in bag,
world in a Triumph album, all sorts in stockbooks, albums, on leaves incl country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds
£ 50
in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
55 MEXICO & CHILE - Two stockbooks one with useful earlier collection of Mexico including airs, second stockbook with
£ 20
modern pictorial Chile issues, thematics etc, 100s.
56 Miniature sheets collection of modern worldwide mainly unmounted mint from many different countries jumbled in a binder
with many nice thematics including Br. C/W, European, BWI, Channel Islands, Ireland, Canada, Marshall Is., Palau, Mustique,
£ 50
Sweden, Russia etc, mainly 2000s to 2013-14, colourful lot. (Approx 75)
57 MIXED BOX - Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks,
1000s loose in packets and 1000s loose in a shoebox, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods
£ 50
mint & used, FDCs, enormous range of countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
58 MIXED WORLD - Accumulation in a heavy BOX with all sorts in stockbooks, albums, binders, on leaves incl country
£ 50
section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
59 OLD TIME LARGE LEVER BINDER - With a GB & Br. C/W assembly from QV to 1960s includes GB with odd better,
EDVII 1s mint, then ranges of C/Wealth incl Falkland Is. 1963 £1 Birds pair fine used, BWI, Dominions etc, 100s, unpicked
£ 45
as found.
60 OVERFULL BOX - Accumulation of worldwide extensive ranges with commercial mail, FDCs, all sorts in stockbooks,
albums, on leaves incl country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super
£ 50
sorter lot, 1000s.
61 SHOEBOX of packets and stockcards with world ranges incl a few 1935 Silver Jubilee sets, many French colonies in
glassine packets from 19th century onwards m & u, nice little sorter.
£ 25
62 SHOEBOX of worldwide material in packets, on cards, small stockbooks etc, noted many useful including Austria 1948
Costumes set to 10s mint (STC £150), France 1000fr air used, useful Turkey mint sets, Greece, French colonies, USA, Thailand
etc, 100 to sort with good cat value (£625 for listed alone).
£ 100
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63 SORTER BOX - Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks,
1000s loose in packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, enormous
range of countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
64 SORTER LOT - Accumulation of worldwide in a heavy BOX with all sorts in stockbooks, albums, binders, on leaves incl
country section in bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
65 SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA - Large stockbook with a mainstream used assembly for different countries, approx.
£ 25
2000+ mainly all different.
66 VERY LARGE CARTON of mainly commoner material, GB Machins etc, heavy lot.

£5

67 WORLD - Accumulation in a heavy BOX with all sorts in stockbooks, albums, binders, on leaves incl country section in
£ 50
bags, on album pages, hundreds in packets, envelopes, on and off paper etc, super sorter lot, 1000s.
68 WORLD - Extensive accumulation in a well filled heavy BOX containing a worldwide mix of albums, stockbooks, 1000s
loose in packets, on cards, on leaves, on and off paper, junior type collections, all periods mint & used, FDCs, enormous range
of countries making a great sorter lot, 1000s.
£ 50
69 WORLD IN A BATTERED STRAND ALBUM - 100s of mint and used mainly middle periods onwards incl China, Spain
& Colonies, Austria etc, 100s.
£ 28
70 WORLD IN A SHOEBOX - All periods mint and used in packets, envelopes, small stockbooks with a huge range of
countries some sorted by areas etc, 100s.
£ 25
71 WORLD MAINLY OFF PAPER 1000s in a large shoebox with strength in Germany, South America, European areas etc,
£ 25
1000s to sort.
72 WORLD ON LEAVES - All periods mint and used, album pages in bags with a huge range of countries some sorted by
£ 55
areas noted Venezuela, Ecuador, Travancore, France, useful Syria, Iran, Greece etc, 100s.
CIGARETTE & TRADE CARDS
73 ACCUMULATION in a well filled carton containing dozens of full and part sets many in a well filled tin, lots of attractive
£ 40
books with cards affixed in sets etc, good sorter lot, 100s.

74 ACCUMULATION in a well filled carton containing dozens of full and part sets many loose, some on special leaves, in
tins, slot albums, etc, many thematics, good sorter lot, 100s.
£ 40
LITERATURE
75 Madame Joseph Revisited (Brian Cartwright) attractive slipcase with the book and binder of all the forged postmarks and
transparent films of the forged postmarks, hardcover 95pp with 40 plates, fascinating book. Published 2005.
£ 80
OMNIBUS
76 1935 Silver Jubilee sets x 10 different countries including Mauritius (cat £35), Somaliland, Montserrat, Seychelles, Trinidad
£ 35
& Tobago, N. Rhodesia, St Vincent, St Helena.

77 1937 Coronation set of 202 stamps fine used on album pages incl Newfoundland long set, Cat £260.

£ 65

78 1946 Victory almost complete mainly mint sets in special album neatly mounted on printed pages.

£ 18

79 Stockbook containing a useful collection of mint and fine used sets including good runs for 1937 Coronation incl
Newfoundland long set mint, 1946 Victory, 1935 Silver Jubilee (c205) incl HK set f.u., 1953 Coronation, 1949 UPU sets mint
& used (c120) etc, useful lot. 100s.
£ 200
POSTAL HISTORY
80 COVERS Assembly with a world range from 19th century to modern with many useful single items, noted Spanish Civil
War, Norway, Greece wartime covers, France incl 20c black and 40c orange Ceres imperfs on E.L., Campione, S. Africa 1943
Evacuated cover, Damascus 1947 1st Flight, Poland 1945-46 Osiedla illus postcard, Nqutu Zululand Xmas seal, Sudan 1941
triple censor cover with BASE CENSOR SOR CDS etc, intr group. (Approx 28).
£ 100

81 COVERS Assembly with a world range in a shoebox from 19th century to modern with many useful single items, noted
Belgium 1937 Gordon Bennett balloon, France 1920 airmail, Austria 1908-14 postcards, Syria, USA, India incl Green's Hotel
1921, GVI Multi combn to 5r, Canada, NZ life insurance combn, 1943 Air Mail refunded h/s on returned cover, Iraq tatty 1919
Br. Occup., combn cvr, Austria P/S cards, Iraq airmail, S. Africa incl 1d red on Mafeking (2), Palestine 1942 Censor (poor),
£ 55
Jamaica 1894 etc, Bahrain 1980s FDCs etc, intr group.
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POSTCARDS
82 CARTON containing mainly earlier turn of the century to GVI periods, includes mainly topographical used and unused in
two old time slot albums, many views, towns etc, then loose in bundles in shoebox with GB & Foreign EDVII to GVI, Film
£ 55
stars in an old slot album etc, intr lot.
THEMATICS
83 AVIATION: British Commonwealth & Foreign ring binder with many stockleaves a mainly modern mint / unmounted
collection of sets and M/S noted Macau, Malaysia, N. Hebrides,Norfolk Is., Fr. Polynesia, post independent Fr. Colonies to
500f, Airs to 500f, Turkey etc, useful lot. Good cat values.
£ 65

84 BIRDS: British Commonwealth & Foreign large 32 sided stockbook with a mainly modern mint / unmounted collection
of sets and M/S noted Br. Antarctic Terr. Frozen Planet M/S (2 diff), Bahrain Birds set, China 1987, Taiwan, Falkland Is.,
£ 180
Ceylon, Sharjah, Indonesia, Aitutaki set to $5, Libya M/S etc, useful lot. Good cat values.
85 ELVIS PRESLEY: Attractive unmounted mint miniature and souvenir sheets from different countries unmounted mint in
original packets, includes Nevis, Grenada, Micronesia, St Vincent, Mongolia, Bhutan, Gambia etc, colourful lot with high
£ 20
original retail. (23 diff).
86 SPACE / AVIATION An unmounted mint collection on stockpages for countries France to Mauritania with a good range
of better airmails from Post Independence France Colonies, European, Africa, face values to 500f or more, Cambodia, miniature
£ 85
sheets, sets and ranges, each catalogued in Euros with individual stamps up to €18 etc. High cat value.
87 SPACE / AVIATION An unmounted mint collection on stockpages for countries Senegal to Vietnam with a good range
of better airmails from Post Independence France Colonies, European, Africa, face values to 500f or more, UN, miniature
sheets, gold foil to 1000f, sets and ranges, each catalogued in Euros with individual stamps up to €25 etc. High cat value.
£ 65
88 Unmounted mint collection in a stockbook with a useful collection of sets and miniature sheets from Afghanistan to Laos
with world country sections for most Red X issues including British Commonwealth, European incl Belgium 1953 Disaster
Fund (cat £84), Finland Red X sets of 1930s-40s, Foreign and Africa French independent states with high face values, Liberia
incl inverted overprint, S. & C Americas incl imperf M/S, Guatemala, Middle East, Far East incl S. Kores 1953 Pair, etc.
Attractive and clean lot, approx 200 + sets.
£ 150
89 Unmounted mint collection in a stockbook with a useful collection of sets and miniature sheets from Haiti to Yugoslavia
with world country sections for most Red X issues including British Commonwealth incl India Madras War Fund, European
incl France, Portugal, Romania 1941 M/S, Monaco with M/S, Macedonia M/S's perf & imperf (c50), S. & C Americas incl
Nicaragua, Poland 1945 Dachau perf & imperf M/S, Hungary imperfs & M/S, Africa incl Morocco M/S, Middle East incl YAR,
Sharjah imperfs & M/S, Switzerland, Somalia, Far East incl Thailand, , etc. Attractive and clean lot, approx 200 + sets.
£ 150
ADEN
90 1937 Dhow Complete set of 12 very fine hinged mint, lovely set, SG 1/12 Cat £1200.

£ 400

91 1939-48 Complete defin set of 13 fine used, SG 16/27, sound.

£ 12

92 1939-48 GVI Complete set of 13 values to 10r unmounted mint, fresh SG 16/27 Cat £120.

£ 60

93 1949 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 30/31 Cat £40.

£ 16

94 1951 New Currency surcharge set of 11 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 36/46 Cat £85.

£ 42

ADEN - STATES
95 Hadhramaut: 1955-63 sets unmounted mint for 1955-63 set of 12 and 1963 set of 12, fresh, SG 29/40, 41/52. Cat £78.
£ 38

96 Seiyun: 1942 Complete set of 11 unmounted mint, fresh, SG 1/11. Cat £60.

£ 30

97 Seiyun: 1951-54 New Currency complete set of 8 & 1954 defin set of 10 all unmounted mint, fresh, SG 20/27, 29/38. Cat
£76.
£ 38
98 Shihr & Mukalla: 1942-51 sets unmounted mint for 1942-46 set of 11 and 1951 set of 8, fresh, SG 1/11, 20/27. Cat £93
£ 42
ANTIGUA
99 1932 Tercentenary Complete set of 10 hinged mint, fresh SG 81/90 Cat £225.

£ 90

100 1938-51 Complete set of 12 values to £1 unmounted mint, fresh SG 98/109. Cat £130.

£ 65
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101 1953-62 QEII Complete set of 15 very fine unmounted mint, SG 120a/134 Cat £85.

£ 35

ARGENTINA
102 1860-1993 Collection mainly unmounted mint from 1960s commem issues incl miniature sheets and long and sets, nice
£ 200
earlier range from 1860 imperfs mint and used to 1950s, excellent lot to fill those modern gaps.

103 Collection in old time springback with a small collection of initial overprints for diff areas, plus a nice collection of postal
stationery cards incl reply paid, embossed envelopes, printed cards, adverts etc, all turn of the century, nice original lot . (41
covers / cards)
£ 120
104 Extensive duplicated collection in a large well filled stockbook containing dozens of issues from early imperfs (23) to
modern mint & used, enormous ranges including officials, surcharges, many part and complete sets to better values to 20p
(some top vals perfinned), airmails incl 1903 Zeppelin ovpt 50c & 90c f.u., 1931 ovpts on airs etc, huge qty approx 3600++.
£ 400
ASCENSION
105 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s bright purple high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 51. Cat £50.

£ 25

106 1956 QEII Complete set of 13 to 10s unmounted mint, fine, SG 57/69 Cat £140.

£ 42

AUSTRALIA
107 1913 3d olive fine used registered PERTH oval cancel showing watermark inverted variety, SG 5dw.

£ 32

108 1913-1999 Well filled 22 ring binder with a mainly used collection with some better earlier noted Roos to 9d for earlier
printings, 1913 6d Kook, 1915 2s brown and 5s black and yellow, GV heads to 1/4d, 3d blue Kook., 1930s Roos to 5s, GVI
£ 180
to £1, etc, hereon many mainstream commems, 100s.
109 1930s-40s Correspondence accumulation of dozens of commercial covers from 1930-40s with mainly GV 1d red Head
£ 25
defins or GVI defins, mainly Colac to Melbourne, original lot.
110 1936 (Sep) Airmail cover Sydney to UK sent per Karachi - London, bearing 6d sepia airmail and 2d pair for Cent of
Victoria tied AIR MAIL 1 / SYDNEY CDS cancels, neat little cover, SG 139 & 147.
£ 18
111 1971-1997 Original unpicked extensive collection on leaves from a large A to Z collector's estate unmounted mint, many
in mounts with good degree of complete sets for both defins and commems, miniature sheets, setenants, self-adhesive, colourful
sets etc, nice clean lot to fill those gaps.
£ 130
112 Extensive mainly fine used collection 1914 to 1988 in a well filled SG loose-leaf album comprises Roos to 5s for 3 diff
printings, GV to 1/4d, GVI to £1, most commems sets to 1980s, some doubly collected U/M sets for modern etc, huge quantity.
£ 150
113 MAXIMUM CARDS - A large accumulation in a heavy box of mainly modern issues on postcards unused or mainly used
with each stamp set on a different card, includes issue right up to 2016, Australian Antarctic Terr., many 100s of modern cards
£ 100
with good face value affixed and tied special cancels, massive qty in a very heavy box. 100s.
114 QEII Collection fine used in a well filled springback album, noted 1963 Navigators set fine used (cat £110), 1966 new
£ 60
currency set f.u. etc to 1997, huge amount of completion for commems used, 100s. Colourful lot.
AUSTRALIAN STATES
115 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown & 2½d (2s6d) gold, carmine and blue both hinged
£ 100
mint with hinge remains and vertical gum bends otherwise very fine appearance, SG 2801/, Cat £300.

116 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown fine used on paper by corner CDS, sound SG 280.
£ 20
Cat £50.
117 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown fine used by decent CDS, sound SG 280. Cat £50.
£ 20
118 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown heavy mounted mint with vertical gum crease, nice
£ 16
looker, SG 280. Cat £50.
119 New South Wales: 1897 Diamond Jubilee 1d (1s) green and brown heavy mounted mint bottom marginal example, sound
£ 20
SG 280. Cat £50.
120 New South Wales: 1947 Queen Victoria Sanatorium Thirlmere NSW 1s & 2s right marginal mint singles, odd mark but
mainly fine. (2).
£ 12
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121 Victoria: 1900 Anglo-Boer War Patriotic Fund set of 2 hinged mint overall very fresh, both very fine lookers, SG 374/5.
Cat £425.
£ 160
AUSTRIA
122 1858-1984 Collection mainly used on annotated pages in a display folder including many useful earlier noted 1858-9
Emperor Embossed set to 15kr incl 3kr black (2), & 3kr green, plus 2kr shades, 1860-61 Oval set to 15kr, 1858 Newspaper
stamps in blue and lilac, 1861 1.05kr lilac, 1867 set to 50kr coarse printing, 1874-80 set to 50kr fine printing, 1873-4
Telegraph to 2Fl, 1890 to 2G plus perfs and shades, 1891 set to 50kr plus shades, 1899-1902 New Currency set to 4kr, 190104 to 72h plus perfs and shades, 1908-13 set to 2kr, 1910 Birthday set to 1k mint, 1916-18 set to 10kr plus shades and papers
etc. Nearly all stamps are different for shades and perfs, printings etc, mainly good to fine mint & used STC €5600+.£ 800

123 1920-1987 An extensive collection mint and used collection in a very fine KA-BE printed album with strength in 1940s
onwards mainly unmounted mint incl 1949 Welfare set, POW set, 1950 Plebiscite set, 1954 Welsbach, 1955 10th Anniv. set,
£ 450
good range of defins to top values, huge amount of completion to 1987, high cat value.
124 1945-1969 collection mainly unmounted mint defins and commems to middle values or cheaper sets, throughout, includes
much complete 1955 to 1969, 1957 Buildings to 20s, clean lot for expansion includes spaces for airs, back of the book etc.
Expensive new and nice general collection.
£ 75
125 1945-1987 A superb very fine used CDS collection in a Schaubek printed album with a high degree of completion noted
1945 Hitler vertical ovpt set to 3rm used (cat £600+), 1946 Renner set, St Stephens set, 1948 Artists Assoc. set, 1949 POW
set, 1950 Plebiscite set, air set complete (cat £425), 1951 Reconstruction set (cat £96), superb collection with enormous cat
value in excess £1760+, attr lot.
£ 580
126 1970-1998 DAVO hingeless printed album and slipcase well filled with a mainly unmounted mint collection from 19701989, hereon 1990-8 mint and used, very attractive lot with high degree of completion, good catalogue value, 100s. £ 250
127 1981-1990 Lindner hingeless printed album with a well filled unmounted mint almost complete collection of sets for
commem issues, M/S & Sheetlet, attractive lot.
£ 100
128 1991-1998 Lindner hingeless printed album with a well filled unmounted mint almost complete collection of sets for
£ 100
commem issues, two sheetlets and a miniature sheet, attractive lot. 100s.
129 Stockpages with a nice mainly unmounted mint collection of sets and ranges to 1983 including defins to 10s, Costumes
to 5s, Views set to 5s, airs to 5s, 1920 air surcharges and earlier 1920s defins both perf and imperf, useful lot.
£ 45
BAHAMAS
130 1863-77 P.12½ 4d bright rose mint part original gum with usual uneven perfs and bright colour, SG 26 Cat £300.
£ 45

131 1863-77 P.12½ 4d brownish rose fine used part A0 barred cancel showing watermark reversed as issued, few uneven perfs
£ 25
and light tones otherwise fine, SG 28, Cat £80.
132 1863-77 P.12½ 4d dull rose fine used part barred cancel showing watermark reversed variety, few uneven perfs and light
£ 22
tones otherwise fine, SG 27x, Cat £60.
133 1863-77 P.12½ 6d violet (aniline) fine used example with part barred cancel, usual uneven perfs and superb colour, SG
32 Cat £90.
£ 28
134 1863-77 P.12½ 6d violet (aniline) hinged original gum, nice mint example with usual uneven perfs and short corner,
superb colour, SG 32 Cat £250.
£ 48
135 1865 Wmk CC P.12½ 1s blue-green hinged mint large part original gum example with few blunt perfs and mainly sound,
£ 550
rare stamp! SG 38 Cat £2750.
136 1865 Wmk CC P.12½ 1s blue-green sound used part A05 cancel with few blunt or uneven perfs, short corner otherwise
£ 40
mainly sound, key stamp! SG 38 Cat £300.
137 1877 Wmk CC 1d scarlet-vermilion hinged mint original gum, few pulled perfs but nice colour, SG 33 Cat £70. £ 20
138 1880 Wmk CC P.14 1s green hinged mint bottom marginal single with margin showing '23' plate number in ornate box,
sound, SG 39ba.
£ 18
139 1911-19 Complete Staircase set of 6 to 3s hinged mint, fine, SG 75/80 Cat £110.

£ 44

140 1926 £1 green and black very fine hinged mint example, extremely fresh and sound top value, SG 125 Cat £180.
£ 90
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141 1930 Tercentenary of Colony set of 5 hinged mint, 2s is bottom marginal and 3s top value is top marginal (mounted on
margin only) hence top value is unmounted mint, SG 126/130.
£ 35
142 1938 Chalky paper £1 deep grey-green and black hinged mint with usual brownish gum, nice fresh example of the top
£ 85
value, SG 157 Cat £250.
143 1938 Chalky paper 1s grey-black and carmine top left corner marginal example with plate '1' hinged mint on margin only
£ 36
hence the stamps are unmounted mint with usual brownish gum, nice positional piece. SG 155 Cat £70 mint.
144 1938 Chalky paper 5s lilac and blue hinged mint example with usual brownish gum. SG 156 Cat £170 mint.

£ 48

145 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to £1 (tone spot), very fresh, SG 149/157a cat £150.

£ 70

146 1948-63 Hinged mint complete sets for 1948 Tercentenary set to £1 & 1954-63 QEII set to £1 all fine and sound. Cat
£175. SG 178/93 & 201/16.
£ 50
BARBADOS
147 1856-1952 An old time valuable collection from early Britannia's by different printings to 1952 Stamp Centenary mint
and used better throughout including 1856-7 1s black & 6d rose, 1861-70 Rough perfs 1d green (3), 4d blue (7), 6d rose /
vermilion (5), 1s black (4), 1871 to 1s, 1873 3d brown-red, 1875-8 to 1s mauve, 1882 to 1s incl shades, 1892 Seal of Colony
8d & 2/6 mint, 1903 2/6 mint, 1906 Nelson Staircase to 1s m & u, 1909 to 6d mint, 1912 to 1s mint, 1916-20 Large Seahorses
good mint range to 2s (2), 1920 Victory to 1s mint, 1925 Seahorses to 2/6 mint, 1935 SJ set m, 1938 GVI good range to 5s
mint, 1948 RSW set mint, 1949 UPU set in mint plate blocks of 6, 1950 set mint, etc, etc, some toning or mixed condition
£ 375
otherwise a very useful lot STC £2500+.

148 1866 1s black hinged mint rough perf 14-16 Perkins & Bacon remainders mainly fine example, SG 35, Cat £65.
£ 22

149 1886 5s bistre attractive very fine used example with part BARBADOS CDS on right side, SG 103, Cat £200. £ 85
150 1906 Nelson Centenary ½d black and pale green bottom marginal mint example showing watermark inverted & reversed
variety, mainly very fine, SG 146y cat £600.
£ 100
151 1916 ¼d to 4d Seahorses set of seven values each in mint / unmounted mint blocks of 4, very attractive, SG 181/187 taken
£ 100
as cheapest shades. (28).
152 1921 Wmk MSCA 2s purple on blue bottom marginal PAIR with hinge in margin only, stamps unmounted mint, SG 227.
£ 12
153 1924 Wmk MSCA 1s black on emerald very fine unmounted mint, SG 226.

£ 32

154 1938 (Jan) Perf 14 1d scarlet in an Thomas De La Rue imprint bottom marginal irregular block of 5 mint / unmounted
mint, fine, SG 249a Cat £90.
£ 36
155 1938-47 Complete set of 16 to 5s unmounted mint, very fine, SG 248/56a Cat £50.

£ 25

156 1942 (25 Oct) Reg cover to London bearing 2/6, 6d & 4d seahorse defins tied BARBADOS REGISTRATION CDS
cancels with regd etiquette No.8748, mainly sound.
£ 18
157 1950 Complete set of 12 to $2.40 black unmounted mint, fine, SG271/82. Cat £55.

£ 26

BECHUANALAND
158 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s black high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 137. Cat £42.

£ 21

BELGIUM
159 1849-1970 Extensive used collection in a well filled DAVO printed album with a huge range of defins and commems in
sets and part sets, noted 1849 Epaulettes both vals, 1849 Medallion set 3, 1851 set 3, 1858 10c to 40c, 1863 set, 1865 set,
1866 set 3, 1869 to 1f, 1883 set, 1884 set, 1893 set with labels, 1905 set with labels, 1912 set, 1914/15 Red X both sets, 1915
set incl both 5f values, 1925 75th Anniv, set, 1928 Orval to 3f, 1928 Anti Tb set, 1930/32 Anti TB set, good miniature sheets
incl. 1924 Brussels Expo (wrinkles), 1937 Fund, 1949 Social & Cultural Fund both M/S (faults cat £450), ideal lot for
expansion, huge cat value in excess of £3000.
£ 500

160 1849-1989 Simplex springback album on pages containing a useful collection all identified by SG number unpicked as
found mint and used with mainstream ranges throughout incl 1849 10c & 20c, 1850 1c to 40c, 1863 1c to 40c, 1865 to 1fr,
1866 set 3 used, 1869 to 1fr, 1883 set used, 1884 set used 2fr lilac mint (cat £95), 1893 with labels 1c-10c mint, set to 2fr used,
1914/15 Red X sets, 1919 Tin Hat to 50c m & u, 1922 vals to 10fr m & u, (10f brown mint cat £100), 1929 to 50f used, good
assembly of 1940s sets m & u, huge amount of commems to 1980s, useful back of the book incl Railway Parcels in sets and
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ranges incl 1879 set of 6 used (1f grey is fine used, unpriced in SG), postage dues, fiscals, ideal to fill those gaps. Massive cat
value in excess of £2200+, 100s.
£ 375

161 1849-1994 A huge mainly used collection arranged in two nice binders on leaves with a massive range of mainstream
defins and commems, most of the miniature sheets are mint / U/M, 1849 onwards to 40c red perf and imperf, 1897-1915 almost
complete incl Red X sets, Sunday labels to 5fr, earlier Orvals to middle values, Airs to 5fr, most Charity sets etc, huge amount
£ 250
of material here, cat £100s. 100s.
162 1851-1989 a very fine DAVO printed album with a well filled collection unmounted mint for modern 1958-1989 and mint
and used up to this date with much complete to 1989, earlier includes mainstream defin issues to middle values used, cheaper
Charity sets mint, M/S & back of the book material etc. Good catalogue value and ideal for expansion, many 100s. £ 400
163 1918-1924 Extensive collection in a Devon peg album on leaves mint and used for earlier incl earlies to 40c, 1910
Brussels Exhibition almost complete used, 1914 Red X both sets mint (cat £107), German Occup. both sets mainly used, 1918
Red Cross surch set to 50c +50c mint (cat £97), Postes Militares CDS postmarks on two defins on piece, 1919 Tin Hat to 50c
mint, 1925 set of 13 double heads to 10fr mainly mint, 1928 Anti TB Fund set used (cat £40), 1928 Orval complete set of 9
mint (cat £98), 1929 to 50f used, 1929 Anti TV top vals mint, Parcel post 1939 set used, 1930 ILO set mint, 1933 Anti TB
set to 1f75 + 25c used, 1936 Lion defins in tete beche pairs, plus advertising pairs mint, 1937 Memorial M/S mint, hereon from
1939-59 a huge range of mint sets to 1946 War Victims sets all 3 mint, many of the Anti TB sets or just top values mint, 1948
Monuments Fund set 2 U/M (cat £86), 1949 Belgian Stamp Cent, 50f mint (cat £60), 1950 Athletics set mint (cat £104), 1951
Air set f.u., 1952 Anti TB top vals mint (cat £79), 1952 Writers set m (cat £134), etc, useful lot with a huge catalogue value
£ 480
in excess of £2400+
164 1971-1999 Extensive used collection in a well filled DAVO printed album with a huge range of defins and commems in
sets and part sets, plus later issues on plain leaves, spaces for M/S, railway parcels, postage dues etc, ideal for expansion, high
£ 125
cat value.
BERMUDA
165 1865-1949 An old time valuable collection from early Heads by different printings to 1949 UPU mint and used better
throughout including 1865 1d to 1s used, 6d mint, p.14 x 12½ 6d & 1s mint, 1884-98 sets mint to 1s brown (shades), 1884
to 1s used (shades), 1902-10 Dry Dock issues fine used to 4d, sets mint to 4d, 1910-19 Ship defins to 1s incl shades, 1935 SJ
set m, 1936 set mint, 1938 incl keyplates 2s (4), 2/6, 1948 RSW set m, 1949 UPU set in plate blocks of 6 mint/ U/M, some
mixed condition otherwise a very useful lot STC £1000+.
£ 220

166 1875 1d on 1s green a nice sound fine used example with incomplete duplex cancel, only couple of blunt perfs making
a much above average example, SG 17 Cat £250.
£ 75
167 1875 1d on 1s green very fine part original gum with hinge remains, nice example, SG 17 Cat £500.

£ 125

168 1875 1d on 3d yellow-buff very fine part original gum with hinge remains, nice example, SG 16 Cat £450.

£ 100

169 1918 GV Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine hinged mint, lovely fresh example, SG 55, Cat £325. £ 125
170 1918 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine hinged mint example, lovely and fresh, SG 55. Cat £325. £ 135
171 1918 Keyplate 10s green and carmine on pale bluish green hinged mint example mainly fine, SG 54. Cat £180. £ 75
172 1920 Keyplate 2/6 purple and blue on blue hinged mint example showing 'break in scroll' variety, odd blunt perf otherwise
fine, SG 51b ba. Cat £275.
£ 100
173 1920 Keyplate 4s black and carmine hinged mint example showing 'break in scroll' variety, fine, SG 52b ba. Cat £300.
£ 120
174 1920 Keyplate 5s deep green and deep red on yellow on blue hinged mint example mainly fine, SG 53. Cat £75. £ 30
175 1920-21 Tercentenary Both sets complete to 1s mainly unmounted mint, mostly fine & fresh SG 59/76 Cat £210.
£ 85
176 1920-21 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions set of 9 to 1s hinged mint on album page, fine, SG 59/67 Cat £110.
£ 40
177 1921 Tercentenary of Representative Institutions (2nd issue) set of 9 to 1s hinged mint on album page, fine, SG 68/76
£ 38
Cat £100.
178 1924-32 Keyplate 2s & 2/6 both in top left corner marginal plate No.1 examples, hinged on margins only leaving stamps
unmounted. Few gum bends otherwise fine, SG 88/89, Cat £110 for mint).
£ 50
179 1932 GV Keyplate 12/6 grey and orange very fine hinged mint, lovely fresh example, SG 93, Cat £250.
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£ 110

180 1936-47 Complete set of 9 to 1/6s brown each in a mint / unmounted mint (mainly) marginal blocks of 4 hinged mint on
album page, fine, SG 98/106 Cat £128.
£ 50
181 1938 2d light blue and sepia left side marginal example, unmounted mint, fine, SG112. Cat £50.

£ 25

182 1938 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on grey-blue top left corner marginal example hinged on margin only leaving stamp
£ 36
unmounted mint, superb, SG 117 Cat £70.
183 1938 Keyplate 2/6 black and red on grey-blue unmounted mint, usual brownish gum otherwise superb, SG 117 Cat £70.
£ 30
184 1938 Keyplate 2s deep purple and ultramarine on grey-blue very fine hinged mint, extremely fresh, SG 116 Cat £110.
£ 44
185 1938 Keyplate 5s green and red on yellow fine hinged mint, usual brownish gum otherwise superb, SG 118 Cat £150.
£ 50
186 1938 P.14 Keyplate £1 purple and black on red very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121 Cat £275.

£ 110

187 1938 P.14 Keyplate 12/6 grey and brownish orange very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 120a Cat £225. £ 65
188 1938 Pictorial low values in Bradbury Wilkinson imprint bottom marginal PAIRS, mostly hinged on margin only making
the stamps unmounted mint includes 1d, 1½d deep blue and purple-brown, 2d light blue and sepia, 2½d light blue and deep
blue, 3d black and rose-red, fine, SG 110/11, 112, 113 & 114, cat £250+.
£ 100
189 1938 Pictorial low values to 1s attractive shades assembly hinged mint on an album page includes 1½ purple & deep blue,
2d blue and sepia, 2½d light blue and deep blue, 3d black and rose-red, 7½d (both), 1s both shades, nice range SG 110/115a,
£ 45
Cat £175.
190 1938-53 'Basic' Complete set of 16 values to £1 reddish purple & black on red unmounted mint, fresh SG range 110/121d,
Cat £350.
£ 175
191 1939 Keyplate 5s pale green and red on yellow very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 118a Cat £375.

£ 140

192 1939 P.14 Keyplate 10s bluish green and deep red on green very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 119a Cat £225.
£ 65
193 1940 Keyplate 2s deep reddish-purple and ultramarine on grey-blue fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 116a Cat £350.£ 135
194 1943 P.14 Keyplate £1 deep reddish purple and black on red very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121c Cat £60.
£ 24
195 1950 Chalky P.13 Keyplate 12/6 grey and pale orange very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 120e Cat £100.
£ 40
196 1950 Chalky P.13 Keyplate 5s green and scarlet on yellow very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 118g Cat £60.
£ 25
197 1951 Chalky P.13 Keyplate £1 violet and black on scarlet very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 121d Cat £55.
£ 22
198 1951 Ordinary P.13 Keyplate 10s green and vermilion on green very fine hinged mint, superb & fresh, SG 119e Cat £48.
£ 20
199 1953-61 QEII Complete set of 13 values to $2.40 all unmounted mint, fresh SG 289/301 Cat £75.

£ 30

200 1953-62 Complete set of 18 values to £1 all unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/150 Cat £130.

£ 55

BRITISH GUIANA
201 1863 p.12ó x 12½ 1c black thin paper and attractive right marginal strip of 3 very fine used light CDS cancels, mainly
£ 28
fine and sound for such a nice multiple, SG 51.

202 1934-51 GV Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to $1, very fresh, SG 288/300 cat £140.

£ 70

203 1938-52 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to $1, very fresh, SG 308a/19 cat £110.

£ 55

204 1954-63 QEII Complete set of 15 unmounted mint to $5, very fresh, SG 331/45 cat £110.

£ 55

205 Jumbled assembly on album pages with QV to modern defins and commems culled from different collections mint and
used, includes QV ship values, 1900s Ship values with nice CDS cancels, GVI to $1 mint & used, etc, useful ranges. £ 30
BRITISH VIRGIN IS.
206 1952 Complete set of 12 values to $4.80 unmounted mint, fresh SG 136/47. Cat £50.
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£ 25

207 1956-62 Complete set of 13 values to $4.80 unmounted mint, fresh SG 149/61. Cat £110.

£ 45

CAMEROON
208 1915 German Yacht stamps of Kamerun surcharged set of the first nine values ½d on 3pf to 8d on 80pf mint on an album
£ 36
page, mainly fine, ~SG B1/B9. Cat £97.
CANADA
209 1860-1980 Attractive mainly used & well filled collection in springback album with useful content throughout including
Nova Scotia perf issues complete, New Brunswick 10 vals incl shades to 12½c, Prince Edward Is. mint 'sets' 1861-72 to 9d
(2 shades), 1872 to 12c (2 shades), 1859-64 1c rose (3), 5c red Beaver (4), 10c brown-purple (3 shades), 12½c (4 shades), 17c
blue (2 shades), 1868 Dominon ½c black, 2c green (4 incl shades), 3c red (4), 5c olive, 6c brown (2), 12½c blue (2), 15c grey
(6 shades), 1870 1c yellow (5 + pair), 2c green (5), 3c (9), 5c (4), 6c (4), 10c (4), Registration 2c orange (4), 5c green (5), 188297 ½c black (12), 8c (7), 20c red (3), 50c blue (2), 1888 to 15c, 1897 Jubilee 2c, 3c, 6c, 10c & 15c mint, ½c to 50c used, 189798 ½c to 10c, 1898 set to 20c, 1898 Imperial Penny Postage (15 incl 2 mint), 1899-1912 EDVII to 50c, 1912 GV to 50c, 1922
to $1, hereon much complete for the periods to 1980, also officials, back of the book etc, enormous catalogue value, some mixed
£ 750
but mainy sound with huge emphasis on shades for earlier material, 100s.

210 1970s-2005 Mint and later unmounted mint jumbled assembly in a 64 sided stockbook, main value in modern 1990s-2005
£ 60
miniature sheets with many nice thematics and good cat values, approx. 50+ M/S.
211 DAVO ALBUM - Collection in a well filled album with mainly used assembly of mainstream defins and commems incl
odd better noted 1859 1c & 5c, 1893 20c & 50c, 1897 to 50c, 1897 onwards mainly complete incl 1908 Tercentenary, set
£ 150
mainly sound used 1920s-30s to $1 etc then a good run through to 1989. 100s.
212 Extensive collection in an old time printed album QV to modern with useful content throughout including 1859 1c rose
f.u., 5c red, 10c Prince Albert (2 nice shades, one with perf faults other fine used), 12½c green (2), 17c blue, 1860s large heads
2c, 3c, 6c brown, 12½c blue, 15c violet-grey, 5c olive-green, small heads to 10c incl shades, 1893 set 2, Registration stamps
set (8c blue is pen cancelled and vertical crease cat £275), 1897 Jubilee to $1 (faults incl $1 clipped perfs along the bottom),
1898 to 20c, EDVII set used, 1908 Quebec Cent. set to 10c mainly f.u., 15c used, 20c unused no gum, hereon much complete
used incl coils, and other different perfs, printings etc, GVI mint booklet panes, officials, back of the book, commems to 1973
£ 400
etc, huge cat value, some mixed but overall fine, 100s.
CANADA - PROVINCES
213 Newfoundland: 1937 Coronation long set complete set of 11 values all unmounted mint, fresh SG 257/67 Cat £60.
£ 30

214 Newfoundland: Mint & some used collection on leaves in 22 ring binder with better pickings throughout including 1862
4d rose-lake, 6d rose-lake, 1/- rose-lake all fine 4 margins, 1865-70 2c green, 12c red-brown used, 24c blue used, 1870 set 3
m & u, 1868 1c, 3c blue, 5c & 6c used, rouletted 1c mint, 2c used, 1880 set m & u, 1887 new colours set m & u, 1894 ½c
black, 6c & 12c mint, 1896 set mainly used, 1897 set 14 mixed m & u, 1910-11 mixed m & u for both printings to 15c black,
or 15c slate-green, 1911 Coronation set 11 almost mint (couple low vals used cat £250), 1919 Caribou set to 36c m & u, top
vals mint, 1920 surchs m & u, 1923 set of 14 mint from 9c onwards, 1928 Publicity issue set 15 mint from 4c (14c used), 1929
set to 20c mint from 6c, 1931 air 15c & 50c m, 1931 set of 11 mainly mint, 1932 set m & u, 1933 Air set 5 mint, 1933 350th
Anniv set m & u, 1937 Coronation long set m, 1941 set mainly mint, P.Dues 1939 set 6 mint etc, some of the mint are adhering
to the pages from overzealous mounting or heavily mounted with minor gum faults, otherwise cat in excess of £4300+. Useful
£ 850
lot and cat value.
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
215 1853 1d pale brick-red a very fine used three close to to good margins and a superb strike of triangle barred CGH
£ 90
postmark in black, lovely example, SG 1a. Cat £450.

216 1853 Paper less blued; 4d deep blue, neat no margin example with light cancel, thinned but nice looker/spacefiller, SG
4 Cat £170.
£ 18
217 1855-63 6d slate-lilac on blued paper very fine used light incomplete postmark, well above average, SG 7c Cat £500.
£ 100
218 1857 Cream paper 1d brick-red sound fine used three good to large margins, incomplete CGH triangle postmark in black,
£ 120
sound, SG 5 Cat £900.
219 1858 1d rose very fine used three good to large margins, incomplete but lightly struck CGH triangle postmark in black,
sound, SG 5a Cat £300.
£ 60
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220 1858 1s bright yellow-green very fine used CGH triangle postmark, two margins, just touching on third, well above
average, SG 8 Cat £300.
£ 45
221 1858 1s bright yellow-green very fine used light incomplete postmark, two margins, just touching on third, well above
£ 45
average, SG 8 Cat £300.
222 1858 6d deep rose-lilac on white paper sound used with three large to huge margins and part triangle CGH postmark and
£ 50
an overinked cancel, sound SG 7b Cat £400.
223 1858 6d pale rose-lilac on white paper sound used with three close to huge margins and heavy part triangle CGH
postmark, sound SG 7 Cat £300.
£ 32
224 1859 1s deep dark green a nice three close margin example with 'CGH' incomplete triangle cancel, nice example, SG 8b
£ 60
Cat £550.
225 1859 1s deep dark green a nice two large margin example cut along the bottom with 'CGH' incomplete triangle cancel,
nice example, SG 8b Cat £550.
£ 40
226 1861 Woodblock 1d carmine mainly fine used used part triangle CGH cancel in black, no margins but neatly cut, trace
of a thin at top point otherwise very fine looker, SG 13a Cat £3500.
£ 300
227 1862 6d slate-lilac no margins fine used with an incomplete postmark, few minor faults otherwise sound, SG 7 Cat £300.
£ 28
228 1863 4d blue 2-3 close to very close margins unused without gum, thinning and nick in top left otherwise lovely fresh
£ 25
looker, SG 19a cat £325 as mint.
229 1863-64 4d steel blue in a magnificent PAIR fine used with good margins on three sides, touching along bottom and very
neatly and lightly cancelled part CGH triangle postmark in black, very fine, SG 19c Cat £550 as singles.
£ 150
230 1864 4d deep blue attractive PAIR neatly cut square with good to large margins on all sides, severe horizontal crease
£ 30
otherwise fine, SG 19 Cat £260.
231 1887 Wmk Cabled Anchor 1s blue-green hinged mint with heavy hinge remains, tiny ink spot on obverse otherwise fresh
frontal appearance, SG 53a Cat £180
£ 55
232 1892 2½d olive-green in a mint block of 4, extremely fresh, SG 56a Cat £112.

£ 40

233 1893-98 1s blue-green and 1s deep blue-green both hinged mint, fresh, SG 66/66a. Cat £260.

£ 78

234 1896 Wmk Cabled Anchor 5s brown-orange a very fine hinged mint example, fresh, SG 68 Cat £150.

£ 50

235 1902 (26 Apr) Cover to Boer War POW at Hawkins Island, Bermuda franked with 1d red x 2 tied VENTERSTAD / A
/ AP 26 / 02 CDS cancels and PASSED PRESS CENSOR in red triangle alongside and manuscript from the censor.
Backstamped HAMILTON 9 JUL on reverse with part of flap missing. Rare incoming mail to Bermuda arriving a month after
the peace of Vereenging ended the war. Fine.
£ 85
236 Mafeking Siege: 1900 Money voucher issued during the siege 1s green and blue No. B7714 in February 1900 embossed
One Penny and exchanged for coin at the Mafeking Branch of the Standard Bank, scarce in superb very fine condition.
£ 300
237 Mafeking Siege: 1900 Money voucher issued during the siege 2s brown and blue No. B10278 in February 1900 embossed
One Penny and exchanged for coin at the Mafeking Branch of the Standard Bank, scarce in superb very fine condition.
£ 300
CAYMAN IS.
238 Collection in a binder on leaves with useful content mainly mint including 1921-26 defins to 10s (cat £140), 1932
Centenary to 1s (cat £48), 1935 SJ set m, 1935 set to 5s (cat £143), 1938 set to 10s (cat £100), 1948 RSW set fine used (cat
£32), 1950 to 2s, 1962 set to £1 (cat £90), more defins and commem sets to 1978, nice clean lot.
£ 225
CEYLON
239 1935-36 GV Complete set of 11 values to 1r unmounted mint, fresh SG 368/78. Cat £60.

£ 30

240 1951-54 Pictorial complete set of 12 values to 10r unmounted mint, fresh SG 419/30. Cat £85.

£ 40
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CHAD
241 1960-1980 Fine used collection in a springback album from an extensive world collection of over 100 albums, all different
assembly many in sets and part sets fine used CDS (few mint) noted 1960 Air Olympic surcharge f.u plus official FDC, 1961
12 vals to 85f, 1966 Birds set to 500f, 1967 Balloud set, 1969 1000f gold foil mint, (cat £30), 1971 Death De Gaulle set 2,
range of later commem sets through 1970s etc useful lot ideal to fill those gaps.
£ 60
CHINA
242 1944-46 Accumulation of unmounted mint blocks and multiples for various surcharges and CNC currency issues, each
value duplicated in varying amounts for Sun Yat Sen defins, surcharged, overprinted, some nice imprint margins etc, approx.
£ 200
2000+.

243 1977-1980 Presentation folder with useful unmounted mint sets noted 1980 Lotus Paintings set, 1981 Dwarf Trees set,
£ 75
1970s Death Anniv x 3 diff sets, mainly fine, Cat £150.
244 Accumulation in a BOX with 100s in envelopes, on stockpages, album leaves and loose, many defin and commems from
£ 100
middle to modern, few covers, diverse range of material, 100s.
CYPRUS
245 1880-2006 Extensive collection in a Devon album mint and used for earlier incl 1880 1d pl.216 mint, 2½d pl.14 unused,
QV Wmk CA vals to 6pi, EDVII to 9pi, GV to 9pi, 1938 to 45pi, 1960s onwards mainly mint then unmounted mint sets from
£ 125
1972-79, good range for expansion, 100s.

246 1934 Complete GV set of 11 to 45pi hinged mint, mainly sound, SG 133/143 Cat £200.

£ 55

247 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 Indigo high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 167. Cat £60.

£ 30

248 Collection in 22 ring binder on plain leaves with a mint and used collection 1880 to 2000s with many defins and commem
£ 50
sets noted 1938 to 90pi used, to 9pi mint, many commem issues to 1990s, etc. Good qty.
249 Collection on stockpages incl QV 1880 1d red pl.216 & 217 mint, 2½d rosy-mauve mint (3), GVI 1938 set to 45pi mint,
set to 90pi used, QEII defin 1955 set to £1 m, plus commem sets to 1964, useful little lot.
£ 60
250 Large binder with a jumbled mint and used collection on many leaves with some better content including QV ½ surch CA
f.u., QV heads to 4pi, various GV/GVI to middle values, QEII 1960 ovpt set used (cat £90), 1960-80s commem sets etc. Good
cat value.
£ 80
DENMARK
251 1854-1987 Mainly used collection in a DAVO printed album with many defins and commems, useful mainstream ideal
for expansion. 100s.
£ 40
DOMINICA
252 1938 GVI Sets unmounted mint for 1938-47 set of 15 to 10s and 1951 set to $2.40, very fresh, SG 99/109 & 120/134.
£ 60
Cat £125

253 1954-1962 QEII Set of 19 unmounted mint to $2.40 very fresh, SG 140/158 Cat £85.

£ 35

ECUADOR
254 Collection in old time springback with a small collection of earlier defins incl 1896 2c surch varieties range (38), plus a
nice collection of postal stationery cards incl embossed envelopes, printed cards, etc, all turn of the century, nice original lot
£ 65
. (20 covers / cards)
EGYPT
255 1880s-1976 Attractive and useful mint and used collection on Scott printed leaves with many commem sets, better issues
noted officials m & u, 1914 to 200m used, 1922 set used, 1923 set to E£1 fine used, 1925 Geo set m & u, 1926 King's Birthday
50p used (cat £39), 1927 to E£1 used, 1933 air to 200m used, 1934 10th UPU Congress set to 100m mint (cat £50), 1952
ovptd to E£1, air set ovptd mint, 1953 Ovptd bars to 50p & E£1 mint (useful cat), hereon mainly complete for 1940s to 1970s,
Palestine overprints, useful cat value £500+.
£ 120

256 1938 King Farouk's 18th Birthday £E1 brown and green hinged mint, fine, SG 272 Cat £250.

£ 80

FALKLAND ISLANDS
257 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 Mauve high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 167. Cat £90.

£ 45

258 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 mauve unmounted mint, fine SG 167, cat £90.

£ 42
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FIJI
259 1942 2½d brown and green Die II fine mint showing unlisted variety vertical line through value and border, very clear
£ 50
flaw similar to scratch through value on 2d. SG 256 var.
FINLAND
260 Collection in a springback album from serpentine defins (3) to modern mainly used, some better 19th century defins,
£ 26
culled from different old collections hence mixed, good range to fill those gaps.
FRANCE
261 1924-1976 An extensive mint and used collection on well filled Yvert printed pages with a huge range of sets, part sets
and ranges 1929 to 20f, 1940s-50s Fund sets mint, huge range of 1950s-70s with many sets doubly collected mint and used,
enormous cat value, 100s.
£ 250

262 1933-1959 Fine used collection of sets and ranges in a springback album with useful including 1949-50 airs to 1000f,
1949-59 Fund sets with good catalogue values, French colony ranges A to Z etc, attractive lot.
£ 150
263 1941-1962 Mint and used collection with better throughout on Lighthouse hingeless leaves noted Fund sets mainly mint
1943 Strip (cat £80), 1948-52 complete sets set m, 1945 to 100f mint, 1949 10f single m, 1949 strip mint, 1953 Sports set
m (115), airs incl 1947 12th UPU 500f mint (cat £95), , defins and commems to 1940 etc. Good catalogue for expansion.
£ 175
264 1990-2000 Extensive mainly unmounted mint collection neatly arranged on Scott printed leaves in a large springback
binder with an huge range of defins and commems sets incl many extras such as coil stamps, die cut self-adhesive, miniature
£ 400
sheets, sheetlets, nice booklet panes incl self-adhesive, enormous amount of completion and huge cat value. 100s.
GERMANY
265 1872-1945 A superb used extensive collection with useful content throughout in a well filled KA-BE printed album much
complete for the period incl 1872 Small shield set to 5gr, set to 18kr (many nice CDS) incl 2kr orange (cat €400), 18kr (cat
€500), 1872 P.Due 10gr grey used pen cancel & CDS (cat €300), 30gr ultr. pen cancel used (cat €750). 1872 Large shield set
to 5gr, 1kr f.u., 7kr f.u., 1874 2½ on 2½ gr light brown CDS, 1875 set used, 1900 to 3m, 1902 to 5m incl both 2m, 1905 to
5m, 1920 surcharge set 3 f.u., 1920 Reich ovpt set f.u., 1921 surch set, 1921 defin set to 20m, 1921 Wmk Lozenges 10pf (cat
€240), 15pf (cat €280), 1922 set to 50m, 1923 air set, 1923 (Aug) surch set, 1923 (Nov) surch set 6, sawtooth perf 10m on
20m (cat €140, Mi. 335B), 1924 air set (cat €350), 1923 Welfare Fund set , 1926 Air set, Welfare Fund all arms sets, 1927
IAA ovpt set, 1928 Zepp set, 1930 Phil. Ex. set, 1931/2 Welfare Fund set, 1933/4/5 Welfare Fund set, 1934 air set, 1935
OSTROPA M/S f.u. (few re-enforced perfs, cat €900), plus set 4 singles, 1936 Olympics set 2 M/S f.u., 1936 Brown Ribbon
ovpt M/S, 1939 Motor show both sets, 1939 surch set, Field post 1942 roul. light brown, P.Due sets incl 1920 ovpt set, 1923
100/200 mio (Mi.82/3 cat €400), 2mrd (Mi.84 cat €150), 5mrd (mi. 85 cat €110), 10mrd (Mi.86 cat €180), 50mrd light blue
(Mi. 88 cat €260), 1927 set, 1934/8 sets, 1942 set (Mi.156/65 cat €300), etc, extensive lot with enormous cat value in excess
£ 3200
of €13,000.

266 1872-1945 Extensive old time collection with most issues represented mint and used plus many extras and shades, fine
used copies throughout noted 1872 Small Shield ¼Gr (4), 1/3Gr (2), ½Gr (5), 5Gr (2), 1kr green (3), 2kr (3), 7kr blue, 18kr
(2 thinned or damaged copies cat €500 each), Large Shield ¼Gr used (2 Cat €260), 2½Gr (2 cat €100 each), 5Gr (2), 2kr
orange (cat €3200 thinned and faults but presentable), 9kr brown (3 examples incl shades cat €500 each minor faults), 18kr
mint, 1872 Due 10Gr & 30Gr mint / unused, 1874 2½ on 2½Gr (6) & 9 on 9kr used (cat €930), 1900 Reichpost 5m Type II
fine used (cat €500), 1902 set incl both types for 1m-3m & 5m 26:17 fine used (cat €250) plus extras, 1905 top vals to 5m
used, 1912 Airs set 3 mint, 1920 Reich overprint set m & u, 1924 Airmail set of 7 used (cat €350), 1926 Air set mint (cat
€140), 1926 Welfare set used (cat €160), 1927 ISS ovpt set mint (cat €100), 1928 Zeppelin air 2 M used (cat €65), 4m mint,
1928/29 Welfare set mint (cat €145), 1930-33 Welfare Fund sets mainly mint, 1934 Welfare set used (cat €160), etc, etc, some
mixed mixed condition but huge catalogue value in excess of €12,000 for mentioned issues, jumbled collection some identified
£ 600
by printings and or Michel or SG numbers, good lot to sort out, 100s.
267 1872-1945 Simplex springback album and pages containing a useful collection all identified by SG number unpicked as
found mint and used with many useful pickings throughout including 1872 small shields to 5gr (cat £140), & 7kr (cat £140),
Large shields to 5gr (2½gr cat £120) & 9kr (cat £650, short corner), 1874 2½ on 2½ f.u. (cat £65), 1875 to 50pf, 1902-16
Germanias to 2m mint, 2.50m lilac mint (SG 116a cat £140), 1920 Reich ovpts to 10m used, 1923 Inflation surchs incl 800t
on 200m red used (cat £120), 800t on 500m green CDS used (cat £2250), 1926 air incl 3m top val used (cat £140), 1933
Welfare Fund top val (cat £200), f.u., 1934 Air set used (cat £110+), 1935 Costumes set m, officials, back of the book, also
good range of Zones, etc, etc, ideal to fill those gaps, enormous cat value STC £2500++.
£ 750
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GERMANY (WEST)
268 1951-1990 Mainly unmounted mint collection in a DAVO printed album with main strength in 1960-1990 almost
complete unmounted mint, earlier 1951-1960 is mint sets or some used, incl 1951 Posthorn set to 90pf used, 1954 Heuss set
£ 125
used, used sets to 1959, extensive modern STC €1125+.

269 1990-1999 Unmounted mint collection in a luxury printed DAVO hingeless album and slipcase with a well filled
collection much complete for the period including most miniature sheets and sets, good catalogue value in excess of €900.
£ 100
Albums are expensive new.
270 1990-2001 Fine used collection in a luxury printed DAVO hingeless album and slipcase with a well filled collection much
complete for the period including most miniature sheets and sets, good catalogue value in excess of €850. Albums are expensive
£ 100
new.
GIBRALTAR
271 1886 2½d Blue hinged mint very fine showing Watermark inverted variety, nice example and scarce (SG 11w, £400)
£ 125

272 1938-51 Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 121/31 cat £180.

£ 90

273 1948 Royal Silver Wedding £1 brown-orange high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 135. Cat £60.

£ 30

274 1953-59 QEII Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 145/58 cat £180.

£ 90

275 1963-1991 An extensive collection mainly unmounted mint collection in a very fine KA-BE printed album with a huge
amount of completion to 1991, good cat value.
£ 130
276 Stockbook with a useful early to modern collection including QV 1886 ½d & 1d, 2d, 1938-51 ranges mint & used, 2½d
blue mint (cat £80), 1889 25c mint, attractive assembly of miniature sheets to 2013 including many new issue sets unmounted
£ 120
mint incl defin sets to £5, etc, useful lot.
GILBERT & ELLICE IS.
277 1911-1975 A fine mint / unmounted mint collection in a binder on leaves with useful content mostly as sets including
1911 Protectorate overprint set of 7 (cat £180), 1911 Pandanus Pine set, 1912-24 set complete to 5s green and red on yellow
(cat £100), 6d interpanneau block of 4, Colony issues set to 2d grey, 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 1939 GVI Complete set to 5s u/m,
plus extras for diff perfs and printings incl 1s pl.1 blk of 4 perf 12, 194 RSW set u/m, 1949 UPU, 1956 set u/m, 1965 set, 1965
Surch set, 1968 set, Postage Dues 1940 set with toned gum (cat £180), etc to 1975, useful and clean lot with good catalogue
£ 240
value.
GREAT BRITAIN
278 1694 (15 Jan) Entire Letter on flimsy paper with some tears or marks with manuscript 7 chargemark and showing good
strike of IA / 15 bishop mark in black and large GO in circle for receivers mark, nice early letter.
£ 125

279 1775 (28 Apr) Entire Letter Braintree to London, bears 29 AP bishop mark and manuscript 3 chargemark, usual folds,
message from Thomas Davidson to Lady Glenorchy. Intr.
£ 20
280 1779 (Jun) Tatty Entire Letter Ayr to Edinburgh, bears part AIR cancel on reverse and manuscript 2 chargemark, usual
£ 18
faults bends and folds, message from Brother to Brother.
281 1793 (21 Jun) Tatty Entire Letter Woolwich London to Marlborough, bears double circle date mark over stamped with
£ 40
Dockwra triangle mark S for Southwark but incomplete, usual faults bends and folds, intr item.
282 1829 (20 Nov) Entire Letter Nottingham to West Bromwich, bears Miss (Missent) manuscript alongside WALSALL
UDC both in red, and manuscript '8' chargemark, mainly fine and good strikes, Nottingham backstamp in black.
£ 20
283 1829-1835 Three '2' chargemark handstamps on entire letters including 1829 letter with red ""A NOON 2 oval d/s and
TP Berner ST h/s, 1835 handstamped red ovals 4 EVEN 4 / 7 NIGHT 7 and TP Chief Office, 1854 OHMS letter (Inland
Revenue letter regarding Lord Dinorben of N. Wales and his enormous estate legacy duties), usual folds and faults otherwise
fine trio.
£ 20
284 1840 1d black CG three uneven margins and red-brown MX cancel, few faults, nice spacefiller.
285 1840 1d black CH; an attractive four margin example with neat black MX cancel, very sound and clean.

£ 28
£ 100

286 1840 1d black GK two uneven margins and cut into in NE corner, black MX cancel, few faults, nice spacefiller. £ 28
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287 1840-1989 A useful used collection in a well filled SG loose-leaf printed album, QV incl 1840 1d black (2, both
spacefillers), line engraved basic values, surface printed with many different very mixed condition to 2s blue, 1883 2/6 (2), 5s
rose, 1880 Indigo set, 1887 to 1s, EDVII to 5s, GV most basic issues to 5s, 1934 Re-engraved set 3 used, then a huge range
of GV/QEII used for many different printings, phosphors, watermark varieties etc, huge cat value.
£ 500
288 1840-1990 Mint and used collection in Plymouth peg album and slipcase (green) with a mainstream collection from 1840
1d black, range of QV surface printed to 1s, EDVII to 5s, postage dues both decimal 1971-1985 sets to £5 mint, Officials incl
Army Official 1902 6d (cat £80) f.u., 1948 RSW sets both mint & used, 1951 high vals set of 4 to £1 mint, 1977-85 high vals
£ 375
mint to £5, huge range of commems sets from 1960s to 1990 mainly mint throughout, etc, useful collection.
289 1841 1d red-brown attractive fine used assembly in a plate reconstruction book from no margins to mainly two margin
examples, many nice fine used, others less so, plus small range of loose and 76 & a pair have black MX cancels, loose range
of 12 extras are all numeral cancels. (90). Cat £3150.
£ 78
290 1841 1d reds jumbled range in a small stockbook includes very mixed 1841 1d imperf assembly from seconds with no
margins to 2 margins or more, all 1844 type cancels, (c170).
£ 25
291 1841 2d blue KG attractive good four margin example with neat part Scottish cancel in black, very sound.

£ 20

292 1841-1864 Group of 1d reds mixed used includes 1841 1d (approx. 50 plus pair) varying margins and few MX cancels,
£ 28
1856-7 1d stars (c40), then a few 1d plates, odd very nice fine used incl London postmarks.
293 1841-1960s Old time collection in a 22 ring binder with useful content throughout mint and used noted 1948 RSW set
mint, 1934 Photo set mint, 1934 Re-engraved 10s used, 1913-18 Seahorses 2/6 (4), 5s (3) & 10s used mainly sound, 1924/25
Wembley sets used, GV defins to 1s used, EDVII to 1s used (8), 1887-1900 to 1s, 1883-4 lilac and greens set used mainly
better colours, 1880 3d ?& 6d surchs used, 1880 8d orange sound used, 1s orange-brown, 4d grey-brown pl.18, 4d sage-green
1867 5s rose pl.1 used (cat £675), 1867 9d straw pl.4 used (cat £325), 1856-57 to 1s, Embossed 1847 6d lilac used, 1858-64
£ 600
1d plates run to 224, 1870 ½d bantams (28), 1841 2d blue (2) etc, very mixed but huge catalogue value, 100s.
294 1845-46 CORUNNA P & O Postal service; exceptionally rare 1845 Entire Letter (22 April) to London with CORUNNA
AP 22 / 1845 arc cancel in black (very scarce) and CORUNA / GALICIA double ring CDS in blue in bottom left corner and
manuscript charge mark 2/2, part London arrival backstamp, filing folds but a rare item seldom seen. The P & O service to and
from Corunna was meant to provide a convenient service to Madrid. It opened in April 1845 and used for a short period only
£ 350
a black handstamp. The colour was changed to red in due course which is less scarce.
295 1845-46 CORUNNA P & O Postal service; exceptionally rare 1846 Entire Letter (12 Oct) to London with CORUNNA
OC 12 / 1846 arc cancel in red (scarce) and manuscript charge mark 2/2, and London arrival ND 8OC18 / 1846 backstamp
in red, filing fold but a rare item seldom seen. The P & O service to and from Corunna was meant to provide a convenient
service to Madrid. It opened in April 1945 and used for a short period only a black handstamp. The colour was changed to red
in due course which is less scarce.
£ 300
296 1856-57 1d rose-red stars small packet of approx. 100 many are fine used nice cancels, plenty of numerals, minimum cat
£ 20
£1200.
297 1862 3d pale carmine-rose a mainly sound fine used example with the incomplete barred cancel clear of profile, SG 77
£ 28
Cat £350.
298 1862 Wmk Garter 4d red attractive left hand wing margin example fine used with good strike of WC 21 duplex, very fine,
SG 80 Cat £140.
£ 20
299 1867 2s brown an attractive used example with indistinct top left cancel and heavy thinning otherwise nice spacefiller,
SG 121 Cat £4250.
£ 250
300 1867 Wmk MX 5s pale rose plate 2, sound fine used neat '87' numeral duplex, well centred and sound, SG 127 Cat £1200.
£ 120
301 1873-75 Two letters each bearing ½d rose-red pl.6 bantam one on warehouse slip Birmingham to Lock Makers in
Wednesfield, and second env bearing pair plate 3 from Glasgow to Edinburgh. Mainly sound.
£ 25
302 1876 6d grey pl.15 fine used by part numeral cancel, mainly fine, SG 147.

£ 20

303 1881 1s orange-brown pl.13 fine used by part CONTINENTAL NIGHT TRAIN 1881 CDS cancel, mainly fine, SG 163.
£ 35
304 1884 6d green on paper tied with a full strike of Paddington P 6 numeral cancel with good strong strike and good colour,
SG 194 Cat £240.
£ 25
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305 1911 HOUSE OF COMMONS 40 numeral and CDS on paper with pair of ½d green, few tones, nice cancel. Whitney
type 21/5.
£ 20
306 1924-1966 Special Commemorative issues printed springback album with a useful unmounted mint collection of commem
sets incl 1953 Coronation to 1966 including all of the good phosphor sets unmounted mint, 1948 RSW set U/M, 1935 SJ set,
1929 PUC low vals set 4 U/M, 1924/25 Wembley both sets U/M, mainly fine and high cat value. Shop front retail approx £230.
£ 150
307 1939 10s dark blue sound used with incomplete CDS cancels (quite heavy) showing blot on scroll variety, very clear of
£ 25
postmark, SG Spec Q32d. Cat £75.
308 1952-1969 A useful mainly double collected for mint & used for each set of commem issues, plus good range of different
Wilding printings from 1952 mint or used, Graphite sets used, Castles etc, good degree of completion with some inverted wmks
£ 50
and booklet panes in a nice Evenleaf Rapkin 22 ring binder.
309 1955 Waterlow set of 4 in vertical unmounted mint pairs, 2/6 is bottom left corner marginal showing right angle sheet
£ 100
marks, 10s is left marginal, few gum bends otherwise fine, SG 536/9 Cat £500.
310 1955-1967 Castle sets for all five printings fine used for DLR, Waterlow, Bradbury, all five issues, cat £166.

£ 25

311 1960-66 Attractive mint collection neatly arranged on typed up leaves with all the good phosphor sets of 1963/64 plus
extras for some commem sets for different printings etc. Useful catalogue value.
£ 100
312 1961-1971 First Day Covers collection with some better including illustrated 1963 Paris, Nature, Lifeboat set, Red X,
Cable, 1964 Geographical, Botanical, FRB, Parliament, Salvation Army, Lister, Arts, 1965 BOB Biggin Hill cancels, etc, useful
£ 100
collection in cover album. (64).
313 1966-2001 Attractive collection of special edition covers on leaves in display sleeves noted 1999 Profile on print prestige
booklet panes CDS used, Benham special large covers 2000 Xmas, 1984 Frama FDCs, 1999 Regionals, 2000 Postman Pat
& Botanical Garden booklets and FDC, 2000 Stamp Show Smilers, 1997 Castle high values with postmarks for each Castle,
etc, attr lot.
£ 20
314 1980 Authoresses 12p gutter marginal block of 6 unmounted mint with R2/1 showing p in 12p missing. Nice positional
variety.
£ 25
315 1990-2005 An enormous fine used collection of commemorative sets in a well filled binder, includes NVI panes, 1st Class,
many miniature sheets with nice thematics etc, huge cat value and retail, 100s. Appears complete for the period.
£ 125
316 1992 £1 bottle green and gold unmounted mint showing gross misperforation horizontally and vertically, striking variety,
£ 60
SG 1611 var.
317 2006-2010 An enormous fine used collection of commemorative sets in a well filled binder, includes NVI panes, 1st Class,
many miniature sheets with nice thematics, self-adhesives, Machins defins to £1.90 etc, huge cat value and retail, 100s. Appears
£ 120
complete for the period.
318 2011-2013 An enormous fine used collection of commemorative sets in a well filled binder, includes NVI panes, 1st Class,
many miniature sheets with nice thematics, self-adhesives, 3D etc, huge cat value and retail, 100s. Appears complete for the
£ 150
period.
319 2014-2016 A fine used collection of commemorative sets in a well filled binder, includes NVI panes, 1st Class, many
miniature sheets with nice thematics, self-adhesives, huge cat value and retail, 100s. Appears complete for the period. £ 65
320 2017-2019 A fine used collection of commemorative sets in a well filled binder, includes NVI panes, 1st Class, many
miniature sheets with nice thematics, self-adhesives, huge cat value and retail, 100s.
£ 45
321 Accumulation in a shoebox with range of different values from QV to modern, noted 1964 Shakespeare in part sheets
U/M to 2/6 (cat £350+), 1883 2/6 lilac (4), 5s perfin used, 1884 6d green on paper (2), postmarks from turn of the century
to GVI on paper, parcel post receipts, PHQ card for 1973 Wedding, 1964 Churchill, etc, intr sorter with good pickings.
£ 60
322 BOROUGH BRIDGE two line h/s in black on part entire to the Master of the provincial Grand Lodge at York, tear and
folds but quite good strike from 1780s-90s.
£ 18
323 CARTON containing mint & used QV to modern including mainstream collection in three 22 ring albums with many mint
sets, QV to modern on album pages incl some nicer line engraved 1841 1d red on paper on Hagner page, 1841 2d dark blue
on paper, 1854-1856 1d strip 3 used, 1d plates, various on cards, in stockbook, 1951 High value set to £1 mint, few better
1960s phosphor sets mint, 1959 Pho. Graphite set mint, GVI commercial mail from same correspondence etc, 100s. £ 80
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324 CARTON containing QV to modern accumulation, noted modern Castles and 1993 to £10 used on album pages, 1967
Sterling ½d in complete sheets U/M, binder with 1980s mint sets and FDCs, 1988 Railway Benham silks in binder, 1971-83
colln in printed album, large stockbook of commoner etc, 100s.
£ 50
325 CONTROLS Collection on stockcards in a binder with a useful mint assembly of control singles & a few pairs, plus strip
of 3 for 1911-12 Mackennals ½d A11 & B12, 1d A11, B11, B12, 1912-24 GV Head (96 controls) with values to 1s bistre incl
9d agate G15, I16, L18, 5d H16, 8d I16, 10d K18 & A24 pair, 1s R21 & A24 pair, I28, 9d olive A24 pair, etc, useful lot
mostly fine and fresh, (c100 items). High retail value.
£ 325
326 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a heavy carton of mainly 1970s to 1990s official FDCs in cover albums, many
£ 25
sets, some Benham small silk sets etc, qty.
327 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a heavy carton of mainly 1970s to 2000s official FDCs in cover albums, some
Benham small silk sets, Railway special event covers, etc, qty.
£ 25
328 FIRST DAY COVERS - Accumulation in a heavy carton of mainly 1970s to 2000s official FDCs in cover albums or
£ 30
binders, few Benham small silks, Railway special event covers, etc, qty.
329 HEAVY CARTON containing mint & used QV to modern including mainstream collections in small albums, FDCs, PHQ
£ 30
cards, various in binders etc, 100s.
330 Interesting group of letters with various markings and frankings 1841 1d imperfs (4), 1854-57 1d stars (3), 1858-64 1d
plates (8), very mixed and mainly London cancels but also few numerals incl 1859 Mere manuscript Not Known, 1859 MORE
£ 20
TO PAY, manuscript '2' underpaid 1d, 1862 Bilston, 1847 Shiffnal etc. (16).
331 Interesting group of letters with various markings including 1822 WN, 1827 9½d Thornhill to Edinburgh WA CDS in
red, 1843 CAMBRIDGE to BECCLES, 1844 Paid at Edinburgh, 1843 Paid LS MX, 1843 WATTON NORFOLK, 1845
YARMOUTH, 1846 Too Late italics in red, 1834 BROADWAY, 1762 FREE WORCESTER (front), etc, very mixed but
useful group. (14).
£ 30
332 Large binder with a QV to 1940s collection of postal stationery cutouts and early Philatelic Congress labels noted QV
WHSmith One Penny Pink & 4d vermilion both used, 1891 Royal Naval Eddystone lighthouse cancel, 1884 Nat. Telephone
stamps 1d to 1s (6 diff) mint, Delivery Company ½d pale blue imperf for 9 diff cities, Message stamp for London district
telegraph, QV telegraph 3d ovptd specimen (poor), 1s mint, Philatelic Congress London 1910 4 diff mint, 1911 Birmingham
4 diff labels, 1920 Newcastle Upon Tyne 5 diff, 1946 Congress M/S, 1908 Franco British Exhib CDS on PPC, 1936 Cover
£ 140
from THE STAMP EXHIBITION LONDON 1936 CDS's to Dublin tying photo. ½d & 1d etc, intr lot.
333 Postage Dues: Fine used collection on printed leaves with most sets for each printing 1914-1994 noted 1954-55 set (cat
£ 75
£130), etc, STC £525+.
334 Postal History assembly in a shoebox with range of different values from 1841 1d imperfs to QV low values 1880s, also
a few prestamp noted Single line DURHAM applied on front and back in black, various CDS cancels, hooded, squared circles,
1d lilacs, ½d slate-blue, 1d venetian red etc, intr group (c75).
£ 50
335 SHOEBOX with a QV to modern accumulation on dozens of stockcards, packets, leaves and loose with good range of
defins and commems mint and used, good sorter and useful cat value.
£ 50
336 Strike Mail: Collection of mainly covers from various services unused and used noted Dayan's Richmond, Manchester
Express, Star Taxi, Brighton, Birmingham, Exeter Pirate Post, Pennycabs, Outer Is. Agents, Worthing, Soho, Research and
Recruitment, John's Cube, Alternative, Norwich, 1071 (11 Mar) letter revoking Post Office authority for services now the
service has been restored. Some mixed condition incl toning, approx. 90 covers.
£ 125
337 VARIETIES - Collection in two stockbooks with an interesting range of listed SG Specialised items noted 1937
Coronation colon flaw, 1946 Victory 3d extra berry, 1948 Liberation 2½d broken wheel, 1948 Olympics broken crown (2),
1953 Coronation Daffodil leaf, Clover leaf, 1960 GLO 3d broken mane, 1962 NPY 3d Kent omitted, 1963 Nature caterpillar
flaw, 1964 Geographical 4d phosphor bottom cylinder block of 6 with scarred neck, all identified and listed, approx 98
different, interesting lot.
£ 420
GREAT BRITAIN - CHANNEL IS
338 BOX - Extensive accumulation with some nice mainstream mint collections of Jersey and Guernsey, plus some nicer
modern Guernsey prestige booklets, Alderney 2015 pres.packs, IOM FDCs for modern issues etc, useful sorter lot with good
£ 50
cat value. 100s.
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GREAT BRITAIN - ISLANDS
339 LUNDY: Shoebox of mainly covers and cards for special events and new issues or FDCs of stamps and services, from
1960s to 2000s, many attractive modern sets U/M, noted 2014 Trinity House FDC, postcards, some cacheted covers etc, intr
£ 35
lot.
GREAT BRITAIN - OFFICIALS
340 OFFICIALS: Fine used collection on printed leaves with useful including Inland Revenue to 6d grey, 6d rose-red, Army
QV-EDII to 6d, Govt Parcels 11 values to 1s, Board of Education EDVII ½d & 1d f.u., etc, high cat value. (c32).
£ 48
GREECE
341 1861-2012 A substantial mint and used collection in a well filled Barrington peg album with many useful sets including
earlier imperfs to 80l, 1896 Olympics to 1d used, 1900 surcharges incl Olympics 2d on 10d mint (cat £75), 1902 P.Due set
14, 1902 Head of Hermes set used (cat £55), 1912 Balkan Wars ovpts mainly mint (24 vals), 1913 Union mint, 1916-17
overprints, 1918 Red X Zigzag (2 diff) mint, 1923 Revolution ovpts to 3d on 3d black & orange mint, 1926 Air set 4 mint (cat
£90), 1930 Cent set used to 25d, 1933 Air set to 20d mint (cat £70), hereon mainly used sets to 1963, then many mint /
unmounted mint sets to 2000, used sets and ranges for same periods incl long sets and defins cat up to ""4 per set, huge cat
value and quantity.
£ 350

342 Cinderella - 1960s Civil War Space design labels in imperf blocks of four for Ap4 or AP8 incl Oxia, Dragonera, Arcoudi,
six different blocks of 4 in different colours. (24).
£ 48
343 Duplicated collection in two smaller well filled stockbooks with a huge range from Imperf Hermes to modern, dozens of
£ 60
earlier to mainly 30l imperf & perf, then pictorials, defins, ovpts galore with many 100s, STC £1200+.
344 Extensive collection in a carton on album pages, stockpages, stockcards, binders etc, 1000s culled from different auction
purchases mint and used all periods, some useful collections of Hermes imperf & perf issues, nice fine used copies, right through
to modern mint sets on album leaves many priced up and catalogued to 1980s, setenant strips, miniature sheets, binder with
a useful assembly and good cat values, needs sorting, a magnificent collection could be made out of this, 100s.
£ 150
GRENADA
345 1934-36 Complete set of 10 very fine hinged mint, SG 135/144e Cat £60.

£ 25

346 Collection on leaves with better noted mint and used including 1938 set to 10s mint (Cat £80), 1948 RSW set m, 1951
£ 75
set m, 1953 set m (cat £60), 1966 set m, plus many commem sets to 1977 etc, useful for expansion.
347 Large stockbook with a duplicated mint and used collection QV to modern with huge range of different sets, ranges, starts
with a few nice Chalon perfs, surcharges, then Ship values to 2s mint, GV defins to 5s mint, 1934 pictorial defins to 5s mint,
1935 SJ set m, 1938 GVI to 10s mint, 1948 RSW set mint, QEII set to $2.50 mint, 1966 set mint, 1967 set m, 1968 set m, then
£ 150
large range of commems to 1978, useful cat value, 100s.
HAITI
348 Extensive duplicated collection in a large well filled stockbook containing dozens of issues from first imperfs (18), perf
head defins to 20c brown (33), 2c surcharges, Palm Tree defins to 20c, 1900 op vals to 1g m & u, 1902 ovpts, Poste Paye ovpts,
£ 250
airmails, modern mint & used, enormous range part and complete sets to 1970s, etc, huge qty approx 2100++.
HONG KONG
349 1891 50c on 48c dull purple, mounted mint example with vertical crease otherwise fine, SG 49 Cat £80.

£ 20

350 1891 7c on 10c green, hinged mint example with vertical and diagonal crease otherwise fine, SG 43 Cat £95.

£ 20

351 1904 $1 purple and sage-green mounted mint with light diagonal bend, nice looker, SG 86 Cat £200.

£ 40

352 1938 $5 dull lilac and scarlet hinged mint example, short top right corner otherwise sound, SG 159 cat £70.

£ 18

353 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two mounted mint, fresh lookers, SG 171/2. Cat £325.

£ 100

354 1949 Universal Postal Union 80c bright reddish purple fine used CDS showing Crack in rock variety, very fine, SG 176a
£ 85
Cat £180. Hard to find!
355 1981-1997 Double collection of mint & used for each set with mostly unmounted mint collection in a large well filled
binder much complete for the period noted 1982 set to $50 hinged mint (cat £88), No wmk set to $50 mint, 1987 both type sets
to $50 u/m (cat £80+ each), 1989 Imprint set to $50 u/m (cat £70), imprint 1990 set to $50, 1991 Imprint set to $50, 1992 set
£ 350
of 28 plus one phosphor band extras, coil strips, etc, huge catalogue value c £1000+.
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356 1997-2000 Commem & defins sets, miniature sheets and souvenir sheets mostly unmounted mint collection in a large
well filled binder much complete for the period noted 1998 Panda M/S & FDC, 1999 Landmarks set to $50 u/m plus two M/S
to $50, World Stamp Exhibition M/S's, etc, useful lot with good cat value.
£ 140
357 Collection in a smaller springback album with useful used collection including 1935 SJ set, 1938 almost complete (just
needs the two expensive high vals) to $10, 1941 Cent. set, 1954 set, 1989 set, good range of commem sets to 1990s, and mint
£ 85
and used to 1997,, ideal for expansion, 100s.
HUNGARY
358 1872-1966 A superb mainly fine used extensive collection with useful content throughout in a well filled KA-BE printed
album much complete for the period incl 1871 Both printings to 25k lilac used, 1888 set, 1913 Flood Charity set, 1914 War
Charity set, 1918 air set m plus both red ovpts, 1919 Marx set, 1925 Sports set, 1927 Air set, 1932 Madonna & Child set (cat
£110), 1933 Air set to 2p, 1936 Air set, 1938 Eucharistic M/S used (cat £75), 1938 St Stephen both 1st issue (used cat £44)
2nd issue M/S U/M (cat £65), 1939 Protestant Day M/S (cat £65), 1945 Liberation set, 1945 Trade Union set (cat £80), 1945
Nat. Relief set, 1947 Welfare set, 1947 Roosevelt 4 Freedoms set of 2 M/S m, 1949 Puskin M/S m, 1949 Youth M/S m (cat
£60), 1949 Stamp Day blk of 4 cto used, 1951 Air 80th Anniv. of First Hungarian Postage Stamps set of 3, 1953 Costumes
set, 1955 Cent. M/S U/M (cat £50), 1958 TV Service M/S CTO (cat £60), 1958 Air M/S U/M (cat £50), plus huge amount
of postage dues, officials, newspaper stamps for the different printings, superb lot with not many spaces left to fill, enormous
£ 825
cat value.

359 1956-1965 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature sheets for the period in a large stockbook,1957 Red X set,
1958 TV Service M/S U/M (cat £80), 1958 Brussels EX. M/S (cat £65), Int Phil. Fed M/S (cat £70), 1959 Composer M/S (cat
£27), 1960 Int Fed M/S (cat £27), 1961 Composer M/S (cat £26), 1962 Space M/S (cat £26), very colourful with many
£ 350
thematics, attr & high catalogued lot.
360 1966-1971 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature sheets for the period in a large 64 sided stockbook, 1966
Paintings M/S (cat £24), Stamp Day M/S, Athletics M/S (cat £15), 1967 Air pair M/S, 1967 Amphilex M/S (cat £15), very
colourful with many thematics, attr & high catalogued lot.
£ 120
361 1973-1976 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature sheets for the period in a nice stockbook, very colourful with
many thematics, attr & high catalogued lot.
£ 100
362 1982-1990 Unmounted mint collection of sets and miniature sheets (c50 M/S) for the period in a nice stockbook, noted
1989 Pro Phila M/S (cat £20), 1990 Flowers M/S (cat £12), very colourful with many thematics, attr & high catalogued lot.
£ 220
INDIA
363 Collection in a Tower springback album from 1870s defins to 1950, good range of mainstream defins for each issue, plus
officials noted 1950 2a carmine in mint block of 80 (cat £280), 8a red-brown block of 20 (cat £50), 1902 EDVII 6 vals to 12a
mint, 1931 Inaug. set mint etc.
£ 80

364 National Army: Prepared for use in Japanese occupied areas CHALO DELHI 1p violet imperf PAIR & 1p maroon imperf
single both unused, mentioned in SG India at £70 each. (3).
£ 75
365 Useful collection in a ring binder from QV to modern noted 1855 4a black on blue, 1866-67 4a green, 1874 1r with
RalliBrothers overprint, 1937 15r mint (tone spot cat £180), 25r used (cat £45), good range of officials to 10rm & u,
Convention states incl vals to 1r mint and used, etc, useful pickings and cat value.
£ 125
INDONESIA
366 1949-1969 Attractive mainly mint collection in a well filled 22 ring album with a huge range of commem sets through
£ 80
to 1969, STC £408.

367 1950-1980 Extensive mint & unmounted mint collection in a Schaubek hingeless printed album with dozens of sets
including from 1950 onwards incl 1950 RIS overprints set to 1r mint (cat £90), 1951 UN Day, 1953 Mothers Day, 1954
Disasters set, 1955 onwards much complete to 1980, postage dues complete, RIAU issues from 1957 complete, West Irian
complete, useful and attractive lot. 100s.
£ 180
368 Collection in a luxury DAVO printed hingeless (mainly) album and slipcase with better noted including 1948 ovpt set
to 2½g orange mint (Cat £88), 1949 New Curr. set mainly mint ( key values used), 1950 RIS to 1r m & u, 1951 sets m, 1971
Fish set , 1973 Fish set m, 1974 Travel set of 26 U/M (cat £143), good range of Fund sets m, hereon extensively complete to
1980s, miniature sheets incl 1968 Monument (cat £50), Olympic Games M/S, 1970 Dancers M/S, 1977 Orchids, 1977-78
Wildlife, Orchids, 1980 Parrots, then other commem sets to 1992, back of the book etc, good cat value. Nice lot for further
expansion.
£ 240
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IRAN
369 Extensive collection in a flat box on album pages, stockpages, stockcards, etc, 100s culled from different auction
purchases mint and used all periods, some useful collections of 1870s early defins Lion mint & used right through to modern
mint sets on album leaves many priced up and catalogued to 1980s, thematics, 1914 defins to middle values, overprints and
surcharges (all taken as is), imperfs with Provisoire ovpts, 1926 ovpts, airmails, top values to 50kran, and some good cat
£ 150
values, needs sorting, a magnificent collection could be made out of this, 100s.

370 Extensive duplicated mint and used collection on Hagners in a well filled binder with 100s of 19th century issues to 1958
massive amount of overprints, blocks of 4 mint or used, imperfs, surcharges, even registration labels used as 1ch, possible
postmark potential, large range with most issues represented, taken as is, ideal for sorting out, 100s.
£ 300
IRAQ
371 1932 Surcharge Complete set of 14 to 200f on 5r orange hinged mint, mostly sound, SG 106/119 Cat £100+.

£ 28

IRELAND
372 1922(Dec)-23 Seahorse 5s rose-carmine a well centred and sound fine used decent CDS example, couple short perfs &
£ 40
short corner otherwise fine, SG 65 Cat £160.

373 1922 Dollard First overprint 2/6 sepia-brown Seahorse in a top left corner marginal example hinged in margin only
£ 30
leaving stamp unmounted mint, very fresh frontal appearance, SG 17, cat £60.
374 1922-1991 An extensive collection mainly unmounted mint collection in a KA-BE printed album with a huge amount of
completion 1960 to 1991 incl Miniature sheets many with good cat values, 1982-83 defin set to £5, 1974 to £1, few earlier used,
£ 280
nice clean lot for expansion.
375 1922-1991 Extensive collection in Lighthouse hingeless album mainly unmounted mint from 1940s to 1991 including
all commem issues, all Dollard printings except for Seahorses mint, all Thom printings including 1922 set of 15 to 10/Seahorses mint (not including expensive seahorses), 1922 Map & Sword set m, 1929 commems onwards, 1940 defin set mint
plus 1968 chalky set 3, 1940 1d coils (2 diff m), air sets, postage due sets etc. Enormous catalogue mainly fine. Retail in excess
of €2000+.
£ 1200
376 1934 Coil horizontal pairs Imperf x 14 ½d bright green and 2d grey-green both wmk sideways unmounted mint, mainly
fine, SG 71a & 74a Cat £126.
£ 42
377 1934 Coil Imperf x 14 2d grey-green fine used neat slogan cancel, SG 74a. Cat £85.

£ 26

378 1934 Coil vertical pair 15 x Imperf 1d carmine fine used neat CDS cancels, sound, SG 72c Cat £84.

£ 25

379 Collection in a sparse DAVO album from 1922 overprints to modern, also on leaves, stockpages culled from different
collections hence mixed, noted Defin set to £5 mint, 1922 Overprints to 1s m & u etc, good range to fill those gaps. £ 40
380 Forerunners: 1912 P.11 Hibernia (Erin) with harp 1d dull orange Imperial Union very fine mint label, only 1500 produced.
£ 25
ISRAEL
381 1890-1950s Diverse and amazing collection of JNF, Charity, poster stamps and revenues with a wide ranging eclectic
collection of over 1000 labels and related ephemera, includes German 1897 Hansa 5658 local stamp (3), JNF Diaspora stamps,
High Holidays incl pane of 6 AH1, early 1900s Jusaic European Poster stamps, Israel & Palestine revenues, pins, panes,
receipts and letterheads from charity offices around the world incl Argentina to Poland, to Egypt, Judische Gemeinde folder
with labels. A collection with many unusual and valuable items, fine to very fine. Rare opportunity.
£ 1200

382 1948-1970 Mainly unmounted mint collection of untabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with huge amount
of commem sets, noted 1948 Jewish New Year, 1949 Coins Miniature sheet hinged mint (cat £225 mint), 1949 onwards mainly
complete for commem sets, 1952 Menora (cat £36), 1950 Air set (cat £43), 1953 Airs set, defin sets, strips & pairs, very
£ 125
colourful lot and useful catalogue value.
383 1948-1981 Fine used collection in a printed DAVO album well filled with many tabbed sets, part tabs on some earlier,
and no tabs on a few key issues, 1960s onwards are mainly full tab sets, clean lot for further expansion with spaces for all the
£ 100
different tab combinations etc. 100s.
384 1950-1964 Mainly unmounted mint collection of full tabbed sets and some ranges in mounts on leaves in a binder with
1953 Air set excluding 1000pr, 1952 Postage Due set, etc, ideal for expansion.
£ 48
385 1962-1970 Collection in springback album on printed leaves incl 1963 Press sheet of 16, Airmail M/S, 1965 onwards
mint with tabs in sets, 1963-65 mainly used, good range of sets, attr lot.
£ 30
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386 1965-1974 Mainly unmounted mint collection of full tabbed sets and some ranges in mounts on leaves in a binder with
defins, commems etc, ideal for expansion.
£ 40
387 1967-1977 attractive unmounted mint full tab collection of defins and commems in a Lindner hingeless printed album
with a much complete representation of commem issues incl miniature sheets, many corner tab examples as sets, high face
values, nice thematic modern sets etc, lovely clean lot Good cat value.
£ 75
388 1971-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern untabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with huge
£ 80
amount of commem sets, some defin sets, strips & pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value.
389 1975-1989 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
miniature sheets, 1978 Memorial Day, 1985 Birds of Prey M/S (cat £29), Israphil set of three M/S (cat £50), 1983 Tel Aviv
£ 150
M/S (cat £22), 1986 Defin set (cat £60+), setenant strips or pairs, very colourful lot and useful catalogue value.
390 1978-1988 attractive unmounted mint full tab collection of defins and commems in a Lindner hingeless printed album
with a much complete representation of commem issues incl miniature sheets, many corner tab examples as sets, high face
values, nice thematic modern sets etc, lovely clean lot Good cat value.
£ 150
391 1990-1998 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
£ 100
nice miniature sheets, setenant strips or pairs, very colourful lot and good cat £300+.
392 1990-1998 Mainly unmounted mint collection of modern full tabbed sets in mounts on printed leaves in a binder with
1996 Modern Writers M/S, 1993 Romania Stamp Exhib. M/S, setenant strips or pairs, very colourful lot and good cat £300+.
£ 100
393 Collection in a ring binder on plain leaves with a mint and used collection 1949 to 2000 with many defins and commem
sets, mainstream issues with a good range.
£ 20
394 Collections in a stockbook and two binders including U/M sets full tabs in stockbook for 1960s-80s, 1971-1979 in
Minkus printed album U/M mainly without tabs, 1949-1961 With tabs mint collection much complete from 1950 incl airs set
£ 125
fine used, 1949 Imperf M/S used special cancel (cat £95) etc, useful cat value.
395 Diverse and amazing collection of JNF (KKL) and other Jewish related labels and ephemera an overfull binder with well
over 1000 items, JNF (Jewish National Fund) includes many earlier and scarce, foreign offices, errors, Diaspora, tags,
postcards, calendars, also a wide selection of non JNF labels including charities, revenue stamps, early European adverisong
and poster stamps, Minhelet Haim (1948 interim), etc. A wonderful and diverse collection with many seldom seen items, mainly
£ 1000
fine. Fabulous opportunity.
396 Jewish National Fund: KKL; Native printed book containing a lovely clean 1950s collection of all different labels mint
in 'sets' and ranges, setenant pairs, setenant vertical strips of 7 (3 diff), setenant block of 30, many prominent figures, approx.
£ 200
222 different, attractive mint collection.
JAMAICA
397 1860-1952 An old time valuable collection from early Heads by different printings to 1952 Scout Jamboree mint and used
better throughout including 1860 1d & 4d used, 1870 to 6d (2), 1883 to 4d, 1903 Arms used including 4 STREET LETTER
BOX CDS cancels, 1906 4d mint, 1912 vals to 1s used, 1919-21 set to 2s used, 1921 to 1s used, 1932 to 6d m & u, 1935 SJ
set m, 1938 set to 10s mint, later GVI ptgs 1949-51 9 values to £1 mint, 1948 RSW set m, 1949 UPU set in plate blocks of
6 mint/ U/M, some mixed condition otherwise a very useful lot with good catalogue value.
£ 200

398 1886 2d slate very fine hinged mint, fresh, SG 20a Cat £110.

£ 44

399 1890 2½d on 4d red-brown hinged mint PAIR showing broken surcharge letter E & P, very fresh, SG 30. Cat £80.
£ 32
400 1943 WWII Censor airmail covers both bearing 1s pictorial defin tied MANDEVILLE CDS cancels and with censor 2548,
£ 16
both to same address in UK.
KENYA, UGANDA & TANG. (K.U.T.)
401 1935-37 Complete GV set to £1 very fine hinged mint, lovely fresh set, SG 110-123 Cat £475.

402 1935-37 Complete set of 13 values to 10s all unmounted mint, fresh SG 110/122 Cat £195.

£ 210
£ 95

403 1938-54 Basic complete set of 20 values to £1 all unmounted mint, top values SG 148b, 149a & 149b, £1 P.12½, fresh
£ 150
SG range 131/150b Cat £300.
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KUWAIT
404 1939 2r purple and brown in a top right corner marginal block of 4 unmounted mint with margin rules, superb positional
£ 25
piece, SG 48 Cat £40.
LAOS
405 1951-97 Fine used collection in 3 good springback albums from an extensive world collection of over 100 albums, all
different assembly many in sets fine used CDS (a few mint sets) with colourful thematics, some better in earlier from 1951 set
to 1p.50, 1952 8 vals to 30p m & u, 1952 1st Anniv of Admission to UPU set to 25p, 1952 first 2 vals, 1953 Air Buddha set,
1954 Golden Jubilee 2p & 3p (cat £160), 1955 Air Poem set, 1956 2500th Buddha Anniv. set (cat £98), 1956 UN Admission
15k & 30k mint, 1957 Musicians set, 1957 Rice set, 1957 Air Buddhism set, 1958 Elephants set, 1958 Air Red X set, 1960
World Refugee set, 1961 Funeral set, 1962 Air Festival set, 1965 Butterflies set, 1965 Fauna set, 1967 Reptiles set, good range
£ 260
of modern 1980s-90s sets and M/S etc, high cat value and useful lot to fill those gaps.
LIECHTENSTEIN
406 1912-2003 DAVO Printed album & slipcase mint and used collection in a well filled album with better noted including
1912 set 3 CDS used (cat £100), 1917 set, then sparse til 1961 onwards much complete to 1996 mint / Unmounted mint, nice
clean lot with good qty and cat value. 100s.
£ 250

407 1962-1983 Lovely unmounted mint collection in a SAFE hingeless album much complete for commem sets, all fine, STC
£ 110
£334.
LUXEMBOURG
408 1852-1981 DAVO hingeless printed album and slipcase well filled with a useful mint & used collection of defins and
commems noted 1852 10c black neat f.u., 1882 to 50c, 1914 5f lilac top value f.u. (cat £65), 1936 Phil. Fed. set used, 1956
Europa set used, hereon 1960-1981 mainly complete unmounted mint sets, useful catalogue value and ideal for expansion. 100s.
£ 220

409 1882 P.13¼ 5f brown-orange top value very fine used incomplete cancel, mainly fine, Scott 59 Cat $190.

£ 40

MALAYSIA
410 1949-1970 Attractive collection of First Day Covers in a cover album incl 1949 UPU 10c, 1959 Inaug. of Parliament incl
£ 30
one ovptd with bars and Arabic, good range of 1960s sets, very mixed condition but attractive lot (35).

411 1979-1996 Mainly unmounted mint collection on Hagners with mostly attr sets and miniature sheets (18 different),
setenant strips, Satellite hologram M/S etc, good cat value.
£ 80
MALTA
412 1938-43 GVI Complete set of 21 unmounted mint to 10s, very fresh, SG 217/231 cat £75.

£ 38

413 1948-53 Self Government GVI Complete set of 21 unmounted mint to 10s, very fresh, SG 234/248 cat £90.

£ 40

414 1949 Royal Silver Wedding £1 indigo high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 250. Cat £38.

£ 20

415 1956-58 QEII Complete set of 17 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 266/82 cat £130.

£ 52

416 QV to 2001 mainly used collection in a smaller springback album with good mainstream range of defins and commems
sets, part sets and ranges.
£ 28
MAURITIUS
417 1948 RSW R10 magenta fine used corner CDS, fine, SG 271.

£ 16

MEXICO
418 Collection in old time springback with a small collection of earlier defins from imperfs with many 1870s defins, plus a
nice collection of turn of the century postal stationery cards incl embossed envelopes, printed cards, (38), WWII censored covers
£ 160
(3) etc, nice original lot . (20 covers / cards)
MONACO
419 1885-1990s collection in a well filled DAVO printed album and slipcase with an extensive assembly including 1885 1c
& 2c mint (cat £93), 5c, 10c & 15c used, 40c CDS, 1891 1f mint 75c used, 1919 War Orphans 2c & 5c green mint (cat £66),
1924 to 10f m & u, 1933 air surch used, 1933 pictorial defins set to 1f75 m & (cat £175), 1937 2.25f on 2f used, 1938 Louis
set m (cat £80), 1941 new values incl 25f black mint, hereon late 1950s to late 1980s much complete unmounted mint, then
plain leaves for modern to 1990s, Airs, postage dues incl 1905 10c brown used (bad faults cat £150), etc, well filled collection
ideal for expansion, good catalogue value, 100s.
£ 350
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420 1885-2010 Extensive collection on leaves mint and used for earlier incl 1885 1c & 2c mint (2c damaged), 5c-25c used
(cat £200), 1891 to 1f m & u, 1914 surch mint, 1920 Princess's Marriage 25c+ 15c blue mint (cat £28), 1924 to 10f mainly
used, 1933 23 vals to 5fr mainly used,1933 Air surch used (cat £35), 1937 P.Dues surcharged set mainly mint to 2.25 on 2f
(cat £65), 1938 Anti Cancer Fund set m, 1941 Nat. Relief Fund set m (cat £60), 1942 Relief Fund set U/M, 1951 Radio set
m, then an enormous amount of sets mint & used to 2000s, high catalogue value £1200+, ideal for expansion, 100s., useful lot.
£ 260
421 1891-1963 Attractive mainly mint collection in a French printed album with useful content throughout incl 1942 long
set to 20f + 5f, 1891 to 50c, 1922 surchs m, 1924 defin sets complete, 1946 set, 1946 Prince Louis airs, 1947 M/S m, 1950
£ 150
Rainer set m & u incl airs, 1949 red X quarter M/S m, etc, plenty of useful here and high cat value.
MONTSERRAT
422 1938-48 GVI Complete set of 12 unmounted mint to £1 black, very fresh, SG 101a/12 cat £110.

£ 55

MOROCCO AGENCIES
423 1937 EDVIII Three covers to London bearing Morocco Agencies French & Spanish, Tangier all sets tied locals CDS
cancels to a stamp dealer in London. (3).
£ 10

424 1951 25c Centimos on 2½d pale red pair tied on paper by BRITISH POST OFFICE 13 DE 51 / TETUAN CDS cancel,
fine SG 185 var.
£ 20
425 French Curr. 1935 Silver Jubilee set on cover to UK tied BRITISH POST OFFICE CASABLANCA 22 DEC 35 CDS
£ 25
cancels, fine. SG 212/215.
426 Jumbled assembly on album pages with QV to GVI defins and commems culled from different collections mint and used,
includes Spanish Currency, French Curr., Tangier 1948 RSW set m, useful ovpts to QEII 10s mint, British Curr. EDVII mint
£ 45
on stockcards, 2/6 seahorse used, etc, useful ranges.
427 Tangier: 1949 Complete set of 15 fine used CDS examples, 5s has slight perf faults and indistinct cancel, top value is
£ 85
nice, SG 261/275 Cat £325.
NAMIBIA
428 1990-2009 A superb unmounted mint collection in three DAVO printed albums and slipcases, one is empty, other two
have a very useful unmounted mint collection of sets, miniature sheets, blocks of 4, positional items, machine frama labels, even
£ 250
modern revenue self-adhesives, extensive lot with much complete, high catalogue value.
NETHERLANDS
429 1852-1944 Mainly mint collection in a DAVO hingeless luxury printed album with slipcase with useful throughout
including 1852 set 3, 1864 set 3, 1867 set, 1869 set, 1906 TB set all used, 1913 Centenary 2½c to 2½g mint (cat £360), 1921
set of 3 defins mint (cat £84), 1923 surch set 2 used, 1923 Queen's Accession 8 vals to 1g mint (cat £74), 1923 Culture Fund
set 2 m (cat £52), 1924 Pigeon & Queen defins 21 vals to 2½g mint (cat £290), Child Welfare sets mint or used, 1927 Red X
set m, 1928 Olympic Games set m (cat £78), 1929 surch m,1932 Tourist set m (cat £120), 1933 Orange set m, 1933 Seamen's
Fund set m, 1934 Tercent. set m, 1935 Air m, 1940 Wilhelmina set to 60c mint, 1946 Top Values 1g, 2½g, 5g & 10g all hinged
mint (cat £676, 10g is slightly curled), 1942 Netherlands Legion Fund miniature sheets hinged mint (2, cat £340), etc.
Enormous catalogue value in excess of £3050+.
£ 750

430 1924-1986 Child Welfare A superb mint or used collection of complete sets only neatly laid out on black leaves in display
pockets, noted 1924-8, 1935-1986 totally complete mint or unmounted mint, 1929-34 sets fine used, lovely lot cat in excess
of £630.
£ 200
431 DAVO Hingeless album with an extensive mint collection mainly from 1913 onwards, noted Charity sets, 1940 onwards
much complete to 1984, 1942 Legions Fund set of 2 M/S unmounted mint (cat £340), with huge amount of defins and
£ 350
commems, back of the book etc, high cat value, ideal for expansion. 100s.
NETHERLANDS - COLONIES
432 Indies: Attractive collection on printed leaves with a mainly fine used collection including better throughout noted 1864
10c imperf (3 margins vfu cat £160), 1867 10c perf fine used (cat £300), 1870 defin set to 2g50 (no 2c purple), 1883 set, 1892
set, 1900 surcharge set, 1902 set to 2½g, 1908 Java ovpt set almost complete to 2½g, 1915 Red X set, 1923 Silver Jubilee set
mint 20c & 5g (heavy thin cat £200), used to 2½g (cat £65), 1933 long set to 2g50, Japanese Occupation sets mainly mint, Airs
incl 1931 1g mint, Postage Dues 1874 20c used, 1882 set, Officials 1911 to 2g50 used (cat £100), etc, useful lot with cat in
excess of £1600.
£ 400
NEW GUINEA
433 1935 Airmail £5 emerald-green nice fine used example, sound SG 205 Cat £450.
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£ 225

NEW ZEALAND
434 COVERS AND FDCS collection in a cover album from early including 1909 1d universal on cover PAPAROA to USA,
1906 ½d & 2d combn to USA, 1971 Paquebot signed commanding officer HMNZS TUI, HMS Danae, Waikato, Inverell,
Tarapuno, 1934 Trans Tasman First Airmail cachet on cover with 7d light blue affixed but not tied on printed airmail cover
to Scotland (pencil lines), 1936 14th Congress set of 5 on FDC, 1947 Life Insurance set of 7 on official FDC, 1948 Cent. FDC,
1957 75th Anniv. FDC, 1953 Coronation FDC, variety of others to 1992, mainly sound some faults but interesting lot.
£ 80

435 QEII Collection in two well filled springback albums with a massive duplicated used commems assembly up to 2012 incl
vals to $10 hunting permit stamps mint (4). Colourful lot.
£ 80
NICARAGUA
436 1862-1967 Fine used collection in two springback albums from an extensive world collection of over 100 albums, all
different assembly many in sets and part sets fine used CDS (some mint) noted 1890 set f.u., 1891 set, 1892 Discovery set,
1893 set, 1894 set, 1895 set m & u, 1896 set used, 1897 2p red m, 1900 set, 1903 set, 1912 to 5p, 1932 air ovpt set, air surch
set, 1932 Opening of Leon-Sauce Railway air set 15c-1cor used (cat £95 mint), 1937 Day of the race set in mint miniature
sheets of 4 perf and imperf, massive amount of surcharges and overprints sets and ranges from 1911 onwards, then second
£ 300
album of 1950s with many sets, miniature sheets etc, high cat value, ideal to fill those gaps.
NIGER COAST PROT.
437 1852-1983 DAVO printed hingeless album with a good mainstream collection mint and used with huge amount of defin
and commem sets, starts from imperfs, part sets and ranges to 1940s, then huge amount of completion, just needs expensive
£ 200
stamps to complete, 100s.

438 1896 (22 Mar) 2d blue registered printed envelope overprinted NIGER COST / PROTECTORATE and tied superb strike
£ 15
of FORCADOS RIVER MR 22 96 CDS. Very fine.
NIGERIA
439 1932 Die I 5s green and red on pale yellow fine CDS example, sound, SG 28a Cat £250.

£ 100

440 1935 Silver Jubilee 2d green and indigo fine used part CDS showing kite and vertical log variety, one blunt corner perf,
£ 42
otherwise fine, SG 31k. Cat £110.
441 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 5s brown-orange part bottom Bradbury imprint marginal pair both with PORT HARCOURT
REGISTERED oval cancels, left stamp violet crayon mark otherwise sound, SG 63, cat £52.
£ 22
442 1953-58 QEII Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 69/80 cat £80.

£ 32

443 1965-66 QEII Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 172/185 cat £55.

£ 22

NORTH BORNEO
444 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, sound, SG 350/1, cat £32 mint.

£ 16

NORTHERN RHODESIA
445 1938 20s carmine-red and rose-purple sound fine used double ring part CDS, sound, SG 45 Cat £80.

£ 26

446 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 20s brown-lake high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 49. Cat £110.

£ 55

PAPUA
447 1936 (6 Jan) Regd cover to UK bearing set of 4 Silver Jubilee tied PORT MORESBY CDS, fine. SG 150/3.

£ 25

PITCAIRN IS.
448 1957 pictorial cover bearing complete set of 10 to 2/6 tied by AP 17 57 CDS cancels, locally cancelled by favour, pretty
£ 30
item. SG 1/8.
PORTUGAL
449 1918-1924 Extensive collection in a Devon peg album on leaves mint and used for earlier incl 18984th Cent. set to 100r
m & u, 1910 200r, 300r, 500r & 1000r mint (cat £89),Republica ovpts top values 100r-1000r mint (cat £65), 1911 Vasco ovpts
to 100r brown m & u (cat £60), 1923 Flight set mint, 1921 400th Birth to 20E mint & used, 1925 Birth Cent. to 20E m & u,
good range of Charity Tax issues, 1899 Citizens protection society (2 vals), 1930 Porte Franco Red X 1930 ovpts set of 6 mint,
1934 Colonial Exhib set 3 mint (cat £119), 1940 Centenary miniature sheet mint (cat £150), 1941 Costumes to 2e used, hereon
£ 220
many sets and ranges to 1979 etc, useful lot with a good catalogue value in excess of £800+

450 Collection in a springback album from 1880s to modern mainly used, some better 1940s sets, good range to fill those
gaps.
£ 24
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RUMANIA
451 1864-1947 Extensive collection in a Devon peg album on leaves mint and used for earlier incl 1872 to 50b used, 1891
25th Anniv. set mint, 1903 Opening of PO Coach vals to 50b mint (cat £100), 1906 Welfare Fund sets (all three), 1906 25th
Anniv set mint, 1906 40 Year set, 1906 Jubilee Ex. set m & u (cat £150) plus exhibition label & 3 overprinted SE on the Jubilee
30b, 40b & 50b only used for three days, 1913 Acquisition set used (cat £60), postal tax stamps, Transylvannia 1919 BANI
issues including surcharges, 2b brown mint pane of 25 one showing B of Bani omitted variety, Charles & Zita 10b red mint,
1922 Coronation set m, 1927 Geographical set m, Officials 1929-30 sets mint, 1930 Ovpt 1930 air set 3 mint (cat £63), 1931
Navy set mint (cat £70), 1930 Air King Carol set m, 1931 Farman Air set m, Boy Scout set mint (cat £47), Monarchy set m
(cat £63), Army set used, 1932 Medical set mint (cat £75), Scout Jamboree set mint (cat £83), 1932 Phil. Ex. M/S mint (cat
£85), Frank stamps 1913 brown label & 1933 Gratuit imperf label in green, 1934 Mamaia ovpt set (cat £74), 1935 5th Anniv.
set m (cat £70), 1936 Scout set m (cat £42), 1938 Scouts set m, 1938 Painter set m, 1945 80l orange (SG 1682 blk of 9 mint
with middle stamp showing I in LEI omitted variety, hereon many sets and ranges to 1947, useful back of the book, occupations
incl German 1917-18 Gultig ovpts on set 4 in pairs on piece (cat £240), postage dues, officials, scarce P.O. in Turkish Empire
£ 800
1896 set 3 used, etc, etc, useful lot with a huge catalogue value in excess of £2500+

452 1948-1989 Extensive collection in a Devon peg album on leaves mint and used for earlier incl 1952 revaluation surcharges
mainly used, good degree of completion for defins and commems sets, also miniature sheets, ideal for further expansion, 100s.
£ 85
RUSSIA
453 1960-1990 Extensive unmounted mint collection with a good degree of completion neatly arrange in a large 64 sided
stockbook, includes commem sets, miniature sheets, setenants etc, massive range of thematics, lovely lot STC £970+ in 2008.
£ 300
SAINT HELENA
454 1880 P.14 1s yellow-green Type B in a fine used PAIR neatly cancelled dotted squares, nice multiple, SG 30.

£ 12

455 1880 P.14 1s yellow-green Type B in a fine used strip of three neatly cancelled dotted squares, few tones otherwise nice
£ 18
multiple, SG 30.
456 1948 Royal Silver Wedding 10s violet-blue high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 149. Cat £28.

£ 14

457 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 with 10s unmounted mint, sound, SG 143/4, cat £28 mint.

£ 14

458 1953-59 QEII Complete set of 13 very fine unmounted mint, SG 153/165 Cat £85.

£ 35

SAINT KITTS
459 1938-50 GVI Complete set of 12 very fine unmounted mint, SG 68a/77f Cat £85.

£ 42

SAINT LUCIA
460 1929 (25 Sep) First Flight St Lucia to Porto Rico attractive Roessler cacheted cover printed Lindbergh airmail cover
bearing GV 4c pair tied CASTRIES ST LUCIA 25 SP / 29 CDS cancels, sent via San Juan and backstamped accordingly, 541
£ 85
pieces were carried, very fine.
SARAWAK
461 1948 Royal Silver Wedding $5 brown high value unmounted mint, fine, SG 166. Cat £48.

£ 24

462 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of two fine lightly mounted mint, fine SG 165/6, cat £48.

£ 16

SEYCHELLES
463 1938-49 GVI Complete set of 25 values to 5r unmounted mint, fresh SG 135/49 Cat £550.

£ 275

SIERRA LEONE
464 1938-44 GVI Complete set of 16 unmounted mint to £1 deep blue, very fresh, SG 188/200 cat £140.

£ 70

465 1956-61 QEII Complete set of 13 unmounted mint to £1, very fresh, SG 210/222 cat £70.

£ 28

SINGAPORE
466 Collection in a well filled large springback album with mainly used sets and ranges including 1948-52 both perf sets used
(cat £92), 1948 RSW set fine used (cat £51), 1955 set, 1962 set, 1968 set, 1969 Founding set (cat £90), 1970s mainly complete
incl all the good sets, then an almost complete run of sets to 2001, huge cat value.
£ 300
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SOMALIA
467 1960-1989 Fine used collection in a springback album from an extensive world collection of over 100 albums, all different
assembly many in sets and part sets fine used CDS (few mint) noted 1960 Republic overprint 50c & 1s20 (cat £95), 1961 set
of 8, Butterflies set, 1963 Womens set, 1964 Olympic Games M/S, 1968 Antelope set, 1976 Seashells set plus M/S(Cat £44),
1977 Protected Animals set plus M/S (cat £31), ICAO set plus M/S (cat £18), 1978 World Cup M/S mint (cat £25), Flowers
M/S used, 1979 ICY M/S plus on FDC, 1979 Fish M/S, 1980 Birds M/S, 1982 World Cup M/S, Snakes M/S (Cat £25), 1984
Seashells plus M/S, Mammals M/S mint, 1985 Bats M/S mint (cat £25), most modern sets to 1989 with many having cat values
£ 360
of £10+ per set used, useful lot with an enormous catalogue value, ideal to fill those gaps.
SOUTH AFRICA
468 1899 (29 Dec) No stamps available Field Post Office 1; Cover to Scotland endorsed 'On active service stamps not
obtainable' cancelled with first distribution FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA / 1/ 29 DE / 99 CDS from
the Staff Advanced Depot located at De Aar, and on arrival postage due T h/s applied with 1d F.B struck twice in black
alongside, various soils and marks and part of flap on reverse missing otherwise sound.
£ 48

469 1899 (29 Dec) No stamps available Field Post Office 1; Cover to Queensland Australia endorsed 'On active service no
stamps available' cancelled with first distribution FIELD POST OFFICE / BRITISH ARMY S. AFRICA / 1/ 29 DE / 99 CDS
from the Staff Advanced Depot located at De Aar, and on arrival postage due T h/s applied with 1d in black alongside, various
soils and tear at the bottom and two superb backstamps of BRISBANE QUEENSLAND 70 sunburst sideways cancel 29 Jan
£ 175
and DALBY arrival Jan 30. Scarce.
470 1900 (24 Oct) Handwritten permit issued by Francis Skeet Capt S.O. for I to A.I.G. (Royal Dublin Fusiliers, Staff
Captain) allowing The Messrs Pleuman are permitted to go in and out of town at will, 24.X.00, folded three times. Capt. Skeet
became a decorated soldier and organiser of military events around Colesburg stationed at an office there, includes a printout
from the internet of some of his writings around 6th Oct 1900 explain a scare about DeWet and a nice horse ride to Knilforetein
which belongs to the Pleuman family (to which this pass refers) staunch loyal Britishers. Faults but interesting piece of history.
£ 75
471 1900 (8 Sep) Greetings from Pretoria, pictorial postcard on Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with ½d VRI used
to Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 17 / BRITISH ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge marks otherwise
£ 36
fine.
472 1900 (8 Sep) Reminiscence of the 1895 Revolution, private pictorial postcard of the Australian Brigade on the back on
Transvaal 1d postal stationery card uprated with another 1d used to Johannesburg and tied FIELD POST OFFICE / 17 /
£ 36
BRITISH ARMY SERVICE. A few paper or hinge marks otherwise fine.
473 1900-01 South African War postmarks on small pieces cut square with GB 1d lilacs and few other different values to 3d,
incl Army P.O. Natal Field Force 81, Standerton, British Army P.O. 4, 46, 26, 10, 2, B, Heidelberg, Bloemfontein A, etc, intr
lot on album page. (15).
£ 30
474 Natal: 1859 3d blue very fine used part London cancel in red, superb looker, SG 10.

£ 20

475 Natal: 1861 Intermediate P.15 3d blue very fine used incomplete cancel in black, superb looker, SG 11.

£ 22

476 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used but cut into along the bottom showing part of papermakers watermark N from TH
£ 48
SAUNDERS 1862, pity about the condition but scarce nevertheless SG 24 var.
477 Natal: 1863 6d violet fine used with purple trade cachet (very lightly struck) showing watermark reversed variety, sound
SG 24x.
£ 35
478 Natal: 1863 Thick Paper 1d carmine-red PAIR fine used No.1 numeral cancels and red incomplete postmarks, SG 19.
£ 22
479 Natal: 1863-65 Wmk CC set of shades for 1d brown-red, 1d rose, 1d bright red, 6d lilac & 6d violet and sound fine used,
£ 35
SG 20/4. (5) Cat £183.
480 Natal: 1869 6d violet hinged mint very fine with type 7e POSTAGE overprint, fresh, SG 55 Cat £200.

£ 50

481 Natal: 1869 6d violet very fine used light barred cancel with type 7a POSTAGE overprint, uneven perfs otherwise sound,
SG 30 Cat £120.
£ 26
482 Natal: 1874 Overprinted locally 1d rose sound used heavy incomplete cancel with few tones, POSTAGE overprint applied
£ 22
locally, sound, SG 65 Cat £85.
483 Natal: 1874-99 5s three shades used including 5s maroon nice duplex cancel (ironed crease), 5s rose CDS, 5s carmine
fiscal cancel in violet, mainly sound, SG 71/3. Cat £190.
£ 55
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484 Natal: 1913 (17 Apr) Picture Postcard of Native Police Natal holding some formidable beating sticks, addr Durban to
Birmingham tied Transvaal 1d DURBAN d/r CDS, few hinge marks, intr.
£ 18
485 Range on a stockcard including 1926 6d Orange Tree pair used dumb cancels with watermark inverted variety. (SG 32w),
1927 1s blue and brown pair used violet cancel SG 36a (Cat £90), 4d brown vertical pair CDS used (SG 35b Cat £50), nice
group.
£ 20
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
486 1916 (12 Dec) Opened by Censor 99 printed cover (faults) with 1d red GV defins x 5 example cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR C.12 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
adhesives.
£ 75

487 1916 (13 Oct) Opened by Censor 100 printed cover (faults) with 1d red strip of 3 GV defins cancelled with German
WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland
and PASSED CENSOR C.8 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.
£ 75
488 1916 (16 Dec) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 1d red GV defins x 3 example cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR C.4 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
adhesives.
£ 75
489 1916 (27 Nov) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 2½d blue GV defins x 2 examples cancelled with German
SWAKOPMUND oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne
Switzerland and PASSED CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union
adhesives.
£ 75
490 1916 (31 Jul) Small piece with ½d green GV defins x 2 examples cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each
with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa
£ 30
Union adhesives.
491 1916 (Dec) Opened by Censor 99 cover (faults) with 1d red strip of 3 GV defins cancelled with German WINDHOEK
oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST addr to Berne Switzerland and PASSED
£ 75
CENSOR 16 / 99 h/s in blue-black. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.
492 1917 (28 Feb) Opened by Censor 100 Rudolf Schulter, Windhuk printed cover (mainly fine) with 1d red GV defin
cancelled with German WINDHOEK oval cancels each with DEUTSCHE erased from the postmark slug leaving just POST
£ 75
addr locally. Scarce use of doctored datestamp to cancel South Africa Union adhesives.
493 1923-1990 An extensive mint collection in a hingeless printed DAVO album well filled with better content throughout
including 1923 set to 2/6 in pairs, 5s singles (3), 1923 Setting III SG 16-26 ½d to 10s in pairs, 1924 2/6 pair, 1924 (9½mm
ovpt) 5s pair & £1 green and red (two singles joined together with hinge), 1926 set 3 low vals, 1927 set 3, 1927 (Apr) set to
1s, 1927-30 SWA ovpt £1 mint (SG 57 Cat £95), pairs to 2/6, 1938-39 better sets in mint pairs with good cat value, 1941 War
Effort, 1954 set u/m, hereon mainly complete to 1990 unmounted mint including miniature sheets, good range of postage dues
for different printings mainly complete, Officials good range etc, fabulous lot for expansion, huge cat value well in excess of
£ 500
£1500.
SWITZERLAND
494 1854-1967 DAVO printed album with a used collection from 19th century to 1960s with some better pro-juventute from
£ 80
1913, mainstream earlier defins from imperfs, 1938 to 10fr, etc STC €1150.

495 Soldier Stamps: Lovely collection in a stockbook of 98 items including imperfs, imperf between, mint and used issues
from 1939 onwards, also nice selection of commercial covers (8) for Feldpost Nos. 181, 25, 5, 19, etc, also some neat blocks
£ 140
of 4. Lovely little lot (98 stamps, 8 covers).
THAILAND
496 1899-1969 Fine used collection in a springback album from an extensive world collection of over 100 albums, all different
assembly many in sets and part sets fine used CDS, noted 1899 3a green, 6a red, 14a blue, 24a, 28a & 64a all used, 1905
Temple of Light 3a & 1t, 1908 Statue 1t, 3t & 10t (cat £130), 1909 surcharges (7 diff), 1910 set, 1920 to 25s, 1925 Air set,
1941 vals to 5b, 1947 Coming of age 10s brown used (key value cat £100), 1950 Coronation vals to 3b, 1955 King Naresuan
set, 1957 2500th Anniv set, 1966 5th Asian Games both sets, 1967 Birds set, etc, lovely thematics with a high catalogue value
and useful lot to fill those gaps.
£ 340
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497 2001-2005 A mint and used assembly jumbled in display pockets in a binder includes better noted miniature sheets u/m,
2004 Jasmine sheet of 20, ASEAN sheet of 20, Princess sheet of 20, 2004 Queen gold and silver FDC, Train sheet of 20,
Unseen sheet of 20, 2005 Insects sheet etc, plus extra FDCs, colourful lot.
£ 60
TIBET
498 Imperf reprints and forgeries mainly in unused blocks of 4, 6, 8 or more, very colourful range from a dealers advert, 5
£ 25
packets, 100s.
TRINIDAD
499 1859 Imperf 6d green attractive two margin neatly cut fine used example just touching on other two sides, SG 28 Cat
£425.
£ 40

500 1859 Pin Perf 13½-4 1s purple-slate very fine used with perfs on two sides, neat and scarce example, SG 44 Cat £800.
£ 80
501 1863-80 4d grey & 4d bluish grey both hinged mint part original gum, and lovely fresh colours, SG 71/71a. Cat £250.
£ 50
502 1879 ½d mauve left side marginal surcharge hinged mint fresh original gum showing watermark sideways variety, fresh
colour, SG 99a. Cat £50.
£ 22
503 1882 Wmk CA 4d bluish grey hinged mint fresh original gum, fresh colour, SG 102. Cat £200.

£ 60

504 1900 1d dull purple and rose Type II oval 0 in O variety hinged mint, diagonal crease otherwise sound, normal for
£ 65
comparison, SG 115/6 Cat £325.
505 1901-06 5s lilac and mauve, 5s deep purple and mauve both hinged mint, fresh pair, SG 132/132a cat £160.

£ 65

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
506 1935 (23 Mar) Attractive OHMS printed registered cover to London bearing new currency pictorial defins 2c, 6c & 8c
tied REGISTRATION GPO TRINIDAD CDS cancels, embossed Government of Trinidad on reverse flap, very pretty, SG 231,
233 & 234.
£ 20

507 1935 New Currency pictorial defins 1c to 24c complete in mint / unmounted mint BRADBURY WILKINSON IMPRINT
bottom marginal blocks of four, plus 48c & 72c imprint singles all fine, SG 230/236 Cat £202. (30).
£ 80
508 1938-44 GVI Complete set of 14 unmounted mint to $4.80, very fresh, SG 246/56 cat £110.

£ 55

509 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 fine used, sound, SG 259/60, cat £48.

£ 18

510 1948 Royal Silver Wedding set of 2 unmounted mint, sound, SG 259/60, cat £30 mint.

£ 15

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
511 1973 Cacheted covers and signed including 1973 Chief Islander signed in oval, Gough Island, Public works, Tristania
II Maiden Voyage, 1977 last relief voyage, 1974 Windsong multi signed (6 diff), Medical Officer of Health, St Mary's School
£ 28
signed, 1975 Russia Akademik Kurchatov, 1976 Antarctica 32nd Tourist Exped., intr. (14 covers).
TURKEY
512 Collection in a tatty Devon album from 1876 defins to middle periods, good range of mainstream defins for each issue
incl overprints, Star and Crescent ovpts, 1915-16 1915 ovpts, etc, 100s, useful cat.
£ 40

513 Extensive collection in a carton on album pages, stockpages, stockcards, binders etc, 1000s culled from different auction
purchases mint and used all periods, some useful collections of early defins from 1876 mint & used right through to modern
mint sets on album leaves many priced up and catalogued to 1980s, thematics, tops vals to 50l, red crescent issues, miniature
sheets incl 1951 UN mint, binder with a useful assembly incl 1915 overprints and some good cat values, needs sorting, a
£ 150
magnificent collection could be made out of this, 100s.
TURKS & CAICOS ISLS.
514 1938-45 GVI set plus extra shades for 2½d, 2s & 5s all hinged mint mainly very fine, good cat value £260+ (18). SG
194/205.
£ 48
UGANDA
515 1898-1922 Revenues useful assembly of 11 different items noted Inland Revenue QV 1a red, 5r brown, Uganda Revenue
£ 55
GV 1912-1918 25c, 50c (2 diff), 1r, 2r & 3r (faults), 1922 2d purple and 10s blue, nice little group.
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UNITED STATES
516 1930 Graf Zeppelin $1.30 fine unmounted mint (never hinged), usual gum bend otherwise pristine, Scott C14. £ 250

517 1930 Graf Zeppelin 65c green fine unmounted mint (never hinged), usual gum bend otherwise pristine, Scott C13.
£ 100
518 1940s to 1067 Plate blocks of 4 collection of positional blocks unmounted mint for dozens of issues in two block
£ 200
stockbooks, approx 410, useful lot.
519 Civil War Protect It! illustrated envelope bearing Flag and sunburst red and blue design alongside 3c rose tied nice
BROOKVILLE PA / FEB / 15 CDS cancel, fine and attr.
£ 24
520 Classics assembly on a large stockcard with mainly 19th century used noted Perf 2c, 3c, 10c & 15c earlier, 1870s Head
issue to 15c orange, 30c black, 90c, 1893 Columbus to 30c, 1901 Pan America set used etc, high cat value. (33).
£ 48
521 Extensive collection in a carton on album pages, stockpages, stockcards, binders etc, 1000s culled from different auction
purchases mint and used all periods, some useful collections of 19th century on leaves and stockpages, Davo printed album with
a useful assembly and good cat values, airmails, modern 1980s U/M sheets for different thematics, 1998 yearbook, revenues,
£ 300
fancy cancels on earlies, precancels, needs sorting, a magnificent collection could be made out of this, 100s.
522 Newspaper Stamps: 1897 $50 dull rose hinged mint, mainly sound, Scott PR124.

£ 20

523 Offices in China: 1922 4c on 2c carmine original gum unmounted mint (never hinged) a superb example, very fresh, Scott
K18 Cat $210.
£ 100
524 Small stockbook with useful range of 19th century to modern noted 1861 Washington 24c lilac perf, 1870s heads many
with fancy cancels or numeral cancels, on 2c & 3c, 12c violet, officials War Dept 12c used, 3c & 6c black, 3c rose with Grill
used, 1890 to 30c black, 1893 Columbus to 30c used (2 Cat £240+), 1894 to $1 black (cat £200+), 1898 Omaha to 10c, 1901
Pan American to 10c (Cat £135), 1902 to $1 used (Cat £150+), 1904 Expo used, etc, very mixed but many useful pickings and
£ 200
huge cat value £1300++.
ZANZIBAR
525 1936 Complete set of 13 to 10s green and brown, varying toned gum otherwise sound, SG 310/322, Cat £110. £ 28

End of Auction - Thank You
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